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ABSTRACT
Linguistic theory, if conceived as providing a framework for
grammars that are mental representations of linguistic competence,
should constitute an important part of a theory of language
development, i.e., a theory of how cltildren acquire language.
Despite this obvious point and the recent proliferation of
developmental psycholinguistic literature, there exists a gap between
studies of linguistic theory and of language development in children.
This dissertation 1s one attempt to fill this gap between the two
fields.
The aim of this dissertation 1s to test experimentally whether
some alleged linguistic universals in recent theories of generative
grammar play a role in language development in children. We have
taken up the Subjacency Condition and Binding Theory, both discussed
in recent literature in generative grammar. Our experiments point
to the conclusion that as soon as the child masters a structure that
is relevant to the applicatlon of a linguistic universal, he honors
that universal with respent to thet structure. This not only gives
empirical support to the existence of the universal in question, but
also provides insight into the nature of human language development.
Particularly, it supports the claim that the unlversals we tested are
part of the innate schematism that allows language acquisition.
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Chapter 1 Introduction
10
Linguistic theory, if conceived as providing a framework for grammars
that are mental representations of linguistic compet~nce, should constitute
an important part of a theory of language development; a theory of how
children acquire language. Despite this obvious point and the recent
proliferation of developmental psycholinguist1c literature, there exists
a gap between studies of linguistic theory and of language development in
children. However, a growing, although still small, number of interesting
attempts to bridge this gap have emerged, mainly under the influence of
recent advances in generative grauunar. This d1.ssertatioll is one such
attempt.
The aim of this dissertation may be in a sens~ more ambJ,t ious thatl
those of most other studies in this area: to test experimentally whether
(some of) the alleged llnguistic universals in recent theories of generative
grammar (e.g., Chomsky 1981) playa role in language development in
children. As a result, our experiments point to the conclusion that as
soon as a child masters a structure that is relevant to the application of
a linguistic universal, lIe honors that universal with r~spect to
1
,111& structure. As will be discussed later, this not only gives empirical
support to the existence of the universal in question, but also provides
much insight into the nature of language development.
We now describe the organization of the dissertation. Chapter 2 is
intended to clarify the issues concerning a theory of language development,
and to put into proper perspective the experimental studies to be described
in Part II.
Part II 1s a detailed report of a series of experiments designed to
11
test when and how the Subjacency Condition ana Binding Theory--both alleged
to bt~ part of the biological linguistic endo~nnent--come into play in
language development in children. Chapter 3, the f1rs~ of Part II, makes
gen.~ral remarks about these experiments. Chapters 4 and 5 take up
experiments concerning the Subjacency Condition and Binding Theory,
ret;p~ctively. Each of these chapters begins with a section that describes
the nature of the condition to be tested tn the chapter. Each chapter
contains a section (4.2 and 5.3) in which the major experiment is reported.
Other related experiments are collectively reported in the section that
follows (4. 3 and 5.4). An Appendix is added to Cllapter 4 which surveys
recent studies on the development of complex structures. Another Appendix
to this chapter contains an interim report of a related experiment in
progress. Chapter 5 contains a section (5.2) where we discuss developmental
studies concerning Binding Theory_ Some previous studies related to the
topic of Chapter 5 are discussed in 5.2.
Chapter 6 is an attempt to link the findings of our experiments with
the issues discussed in Chapter 2. It discusses the implications of our
experimental findings to a theory of language development.
An Appendix in the end of the dissertation provides the experimental
data 1n raw form. Hopefully, this will be helpful for other researchers
who attempt to analyze the present data in their own l1.g11t.
12
Note to Chapter 1
1For the sake of readability, he, his, and him will be used generically to
refer to people of both sexes.
Chapter 2 Aspects of a Theory of Language Development
13
Language development is uniquely a human achievement. Therefore,
exploration into the nature of language development is an explo'ration into
the nature of the human mind. Modern rationalist theory of language
development has its foundation on this very fact~ and has generated much
excitement and led to tremendous progress in the field.
This dissertation aims to contribute to the construction of a theory
of language development within this general framework. The major part:
of this study is experimental, and will be reported in detail in the
subsequent chapters. The aim of this chapter is to clarify some of the
issues that are crucial for the construction of a theory of language
development, and set a general framework for our experiments. This is
particularly important because of the curious present situation of the
field of developmental psycholinguistics, i.e., explicit effort has not
been made for the construction of such a theory. We start from some
obvious observations.
14
2.1 Basic Framework
Consider some of the features of language de"velopment in children.
The following are of particular importance for us:
(A) A human child succeeds in acquiring his mother tongue in
almost all cases.
(B) The acquired knowledge about one's language, which we call
"the graunnar (of his language)," involves a complex system
that in principle cannot be learned by such processes as
analogy or association on induction.
(C) The acquisition of language is accomplished in a relatively
short span of time as compared with the complexity of the
outcome as mentioned in (B).
(D) The data the child receives are fragmentary and are also
the products of interaction of granunar and weher subsystems
of mind, and therefore only indirecl'ly reflect properties
of the grammar he is acquiring. l
(E) The acquired granunar j.; essentially uniform among the
speakers of the same linguistic community despite the fact
that the linguistic experiences in childhood differ from
speaker to spe,aker,
A theory of language development would be inadequate to the extent
to which it fails to explain any If these features of language development.
Ratioualist theory of language developnlent attempts to explain these
features with the following assumption:
(*) A human child it:; genetically equipped with the Lctuguage
15
Acquisition Device (LAD) that contains rich l.nformatlon aa
to the nature of natural language. and the LAD guides the
child in reaching the correct adult grammar of his language
when appropriate data are given.
According to (*), every child 1s equipped with the LAD by hypothesis, and
hence (A). Although the system the child acquires 1s complex, the system
1s learnable as long as it is derivable from the properties of the LAD and
the data. Hence, (B) and (C). The data only plays the role of setting
the conditions under which language development proceeds and not of
shaping the course of language development. Furthermore. the child knows
which data are relevant when he hears them thanks to the I~D. Hence (D).
The outline of the grammar which the child acquires is already set in the
LAD, and as we just mentioned the experience only plays a limited role.
Hence (E).
Propertieb ~f the LAD define the initial state of mind witn reripe~t
to language. The actual language development will proceed through
successive states until the steady state is reached, from which no
significant change should take place. The grammar of a particular language
1s a representation of the steady state of a speaker of that language.
Correspondingly, a theory of language development must give Hnswers to the
followillg, among others:
(a) What are the properties of the initial state of language
development, i.e., LAL~
(b) What are the properties of the stead t, state of language
development, i.e" the adult grammar':
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(c) What 1s the nature of the process of language development?
(1) What is the input to the child?
(i1) What are the determinants of the course of language
development?
(i11) What are the nature of the transition from one state to the
other in the course of language development?
To approach the problems ~f language development, generative grammar
has adopted the following research strategy. First, there arc attempts
to write (generative) grammars of particular languages. This should be
understood as an attempt to answer (b). Another kind of attempt has been
made, i.e., an attempt to establish Universal Grammar (UG) based on the
observations of the particular grammars. UG is an attempt to represent
the essential features of natural language, i.e., the properties that
define natural language in a meaningful way. TIle modifier essential
is crucial 1n the preceding sentence, because some of the properties
that are common to languages might be merely the results of historical
accidents. See Chomsky and Halle (1968:4) for an example.
To further approach to the problem of language dev~lopment,
generative grammar sets up the following hypothesis:
(**) Properties of UG corresponJ to properties of the LAD.
If (**) is true, then exploration of the properties of UG is equivalent to
the search for the anSWAr tu (a) above.
In order for (**) to be correct, the following mUdt be true;
17
(***) Variation in properties of intervening states betw~ell
the Initial and steady states and variation in order
and arrangement of data have at most a negligible effect
on the steady state.
See Chomsky (1975: 119-22).
Assuming this to be correct, generative grammar sets up tile model of
language acquisition that can schematically be represented as follows:
Data ------------~ LAD ::: UG -----•.----~ Granunar
Thia model is conunonly called the "instantaneous model" of language
acquisitionlt As has been emphasized by Chomsky, particularly in Chomsky
(1975, 1980d), the assumption of the instantaneous model that language
acquisition is achieved in an instant is obviously false. Setting up this
false assumption must be understood as a case of idealization, which is in
general needed in any rigorous scientific inquiry. Of course, whether or
not this is a CQrre~t idealization is an empirical question. If it turns
out that (***) is false, then the instantaneo\l model must be modified
accordingly. For more discussion, see Roeper and Otsu (forthcoming).
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2.2 Aspects of a theory of language development
This study is intended to constitute part of an initial attempt to
construct a theory of language development. In this section, we will
consider what must be involved in the construction of such a theory. As
a point of departure, let us consider the following remarks by Chomsky
(1965:30-31):
Let us consider with somewhat greater care just what is
involved in the construction of an "acquisition model" for
language. A child who is capable of langua~e learning must
have
(12) (1) a technique for representing input signals
(ii) a way of representing structural information about
these signals
(iij) some initial delimitation of a class of possible
hypotheses about language structure
(tv) a method for determini&lg what each such hypothesis
implies with respect to each sentence
(v) a method for selecting one of the (presumably,
infinitely many) hypotheses that are allowed by
(iii) and are compatible with the given primary
linguistic data
~orrespondingly, a theory of linguistic structure that aims
for explanatory adequacy must contain
(13) (1) a universal phonetic theory that defines the notion
"possible sentence"
(i1) a definition of "structural description"
(iii) a definition of "generative grammar"
(iv) a method for determining the structural description
of a sentence, given a grammar
(v) a way of evaluating alternative proposed grammars
As we have seen, this "acquisition model" is a highly idealized theory,
and embodies much abstraction. It assumes the homogeneity of the outcome,
i. e., cranunar, among the members of the same speech conununity. 'rhe
assumption is false, because there are actually dialectal, or even
idiolectal, differences among ttle speakers of the same language. To the
extend that these nc.tual dialectal differences are essential for th(~
granamatical description, this assumption must be altered. However t this
assumption has never been challenged in a serious way. The "acquisition
19
model" also assumes the 1nstantaIlelty of language acquisition, and thus
it is called an "instantaneous model" of language acquisition. We have
pointed out that this assumption is also false, and that to the extent
that the actual developmental sequence is essential for linguistic theory,
it must be altered. Furthermore, the "acquisition model" assume8 the
autonomy of linguistic competence. In actual performance, competence
interacts with other components of mind, e.g., information processing
mechanisms. The model in question abstracts away from these interacting
factoL~S, and singles out linguistic competence as an autonomous component.
Note also that the model assumes that knowledge of within-sentence
phenomena (called "sentence-grammar")constitutes an autonomous component,
distinct from knowledge of discourse.
It should be also pointed out that the autonomy of the language
faculty is consistent with the modularity theory of mind. According to
the modula~ity theory, the human mind consists of distinct subsystems
(modules) each of which has rich internal structure. In Chumsky (1980d),
it is claimed that language faculty constitutes one such module. Here
again, this is not a logical necessity, and could well be prove0 \Jl'ong
with empirical evidence.
Osherson and Wasow (1976) discuss this issue under the rubric of
task-specificity. They characterize the problem as follows: "In what ways
do adequate theories fot" the several human faculties resemble each other,
and in what ways do they diverge?" (p.204) They further argue that the
task-specificity problem should be considered at (at least) three
different levels: physiological, psychological, and linguistic. Chomsky's
thesis of the modularity of mind is to be understood as claiming the task-
2
specificity of linguistic faculty at all these levels,
20
Let us go back to the original question with which we started t.his
sec1ton, i.e., what must be involved in the constructi.on of a theory of
language acquisition? The theory we are constructing will assume, with
Chomsky's "acquisit ion model," the homogenei ty 0 f a speech cOlnmuni ty ,
and the autonomy of languag~ faculty (as distinct from langauage processing
faCtl1ty on the Ollt! hand" and from discourse faculty on the other)" Thus
our theory is of an abstra~t nature. (Any scientific theory could only
be abstract for that matter.) It i~ of course an empirical question
whether this particular idealization is legitimate or not. However, our
theory is l,,-t.3 abstract than Chomsk~·'s on one dimension. Namely, we are
not assuming tht. Ins tan taneouf? model of language acquisi tion. Therefore,
the major questions we would be asking will be among others as follows:
[For (i) through (v), see abo~e]
(vi) What are (i) through (v) in each state in development?
(vii) \fuat triggers transition from one state to the next?
(viii) What are the principles that govern transition from
one state to the next?
(ix) ~lat constitutes input signals to the child at each
state in language development?
Unfortunately, there have been only a small number of studies that
aim at the construct.ion of such a theory. As Wexler Clnd Culicover
(1980:1l) correctly put it: "On the whole the fJeld [of developnlental
psycholinguistics ---YO] ignores what we take to be the central problem
in the theory of language acquisition, namely, the construction of a sys-
tem that will learn natural language." A few such attempts will include:
Kelly (1967), Erreich et aI, (1980), and Wexler and Culicover (1980).
21
See also Chomsky (1975: 120-22) for important discussion concerning (ix)
above.
The experiments which follow in this dissertation aim at providirlg
a partial answer to (vi) above; they aim to examine whe ther the propel'-
ties that belong to (iii) function when it is logically possible in the
course of development to use them, by taking the Subjacency Condition
and Binding Theory as examples.
22
2.3 Connecting Developmental Data with Linguistic Theory: An Example
There are several logically possible ways to connect language
developmental data with linguistic theory. See Roeper and Otsu
(forthcoming) for a relevant discussion. However, such an attempt would
often fail if the advocat~ does not clarify the accompanying assumptions
about language development; in other words, he must have a (partial)
theory of language development. In what follows, we will take up Maratsos
3(1978), and critically analyze his arguments.
Maratsos' paper as a whole is intended to show that tile new
"surfacier" linguistic descriptions such as Bresnan (1978) more
appropriately represent the essence of the linguistic system captured
both by the child and the adult than the more traditional descri.ptions
in the framework of the theory of transformational grammar. t10re
specifically, Maratsos attempts to present "empirical evidence from the
study of language acquisition which strongly suggests that children do
not postulate" (p.249) the type of deep structures postulated ordinarily
by more traditional theories of transformational grammar for passives,
subjectless infinitival complements, and so on. His claim is based on
the following three points. First, for "a number of forms,,4 (p.262)
"the most adequate description of what children initially acquire consists
of close-to-surface representations" (p. 245). Second, "it complicates the
theoretical description of the acquisition of these constructions to assume
that the child quickly thereafter (or even eventually) formulates the kind
of uniform grammatical representation of underlying relations suggested by
classical transformational theories" (p.245), while, :tf we adopt the
8urfacier grammatical model, development can be characterized as more
"gradual" (p.258). Third, analysis of possible granunatical errors which
23
fail to occur gives empirical support for the second point, i.e., non-
occurrence of reformulation of grammatical representation.
As mentioned above, Maratsos takes up two competing descriptions
about each of the four Ellglish constructlnns, 1.e., prenominal
adjectives, possessives, subjectless complements, and passives. Among
these, however, virtually no linguists today would seriously consider
deriving prenominal adjectives and possessives from underlying relative
clauses, such as deriving a red house from underlying a house which is red,
and Bill's house from underlying house which B1ll has. Furthermore, as
for passives, Weinberg (1981) argues that the acquisition data are at least
neutral between the surfacier account that Maratsos defends and the more
traditional account of passives. Therefore, in what follows, we will take
up his arguments about subjectless complements.
Let us first discuss Maratsos' conception of the relation6hip between
the linguistic competence of adult speakers and linguistic performance,
and the former and language development. He does not explicitly state his
conception of the relation between adults' competence and performance, but
the following statement clearly indicates that he is assuming a rather
"direct" relationship between them. He refers to experimental evidence
that shows that "adults find short passives no more difficult to process
than corresponding long passives" and "the addition of prenominal
adjectives resulted in DO additional difficulty in sentence comprehension."
Then he says:
Thus in these cases evidence from adult language use fails
to provide support for uniform grammatical representation
of underlying relations. (p.262)
Then what kind of "direct" r·elationship is Maratsoa assuming?
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Maratsos has not made the relevant assumptions explicit, but in
order for his argument to hold he needs to assume at least: (1) that
there is a one-to-one correspondence between grammatical operations
(transformations, in particular in Martsos' case) and psychological
operations involved in comprehension, (i1) the process is strictly serial
(i.e., not parallel), and (iii) other components of mind will not interact
with the "comprehension componellt" to which the psychological operations
mentioned above belong in such a way that the interaction nmkes the
complexity of the psychological operations (as measured by the number of
operations involved, for example) is obscured in the real comprehension
process. The important point here is that Maratsos' conclusion cited
above holds only when one assumes such a "direct" relation between
competence and performance, and such a position is far from being
established, although it is surely one of the logical possibilities.
There are at least two---there are obviously rnore---logically
possible positions as to the relation between (representation of)
linguistic competence of adult speakers and developmental sequence of
language in children. First, it is logically possible to assume the
following. Suppose two constructions ~ and ~ share an essentially
identical deep structure. The surface difference between these two is due
to the application (in the case of A) and non-application (in the case of
~) of optional trausformation(s) and the two derivations are identical up
to that point. Then, in development! should always be acquired earlier
than A. This position 8dsumes that language development is a cumulative
and gradual process.
Let us take an example. The difference between long and short
passives in English, such as (2.1a) and (2.1b). respectively, is one such
25
example.
(2~1) a. the dog was kicked by Mary
b. the dog was kicked
If we assume that the deep structures of (2.la) and (2.1b) look roughly
5like the following:
(2.2) a. Mary kicked the dog
b. someone kicked the dog
and that passive transformation applies to both (2.2a) and (2.2b), thus
yielding the following:
(2.3) a. the dog was kicked by Mary (=2.1a)
b. the dog was kicked by someone
and that agent deletion transformation which deletes the agentive phrase
~ someone applies to (2.3b) and generates the (2.4)
(2.4) the dog was kicked (=2.1b)
then the position under discussion would predict that long passives
should always be acquired earlier than the corresponding short passives.
To my knowledge, this position is most clearly stated by Brown and Hanlon
(1970) and Brown (1973) as "cumulative grammatical complexity."
In general, a r~lation of cumulative complexity exists in
the following circumstances: ~ and ~ is more complex than
either ~ or ~ alone., •• [The law of cumulative complexity]
predicts that any child able to construct xty will also be
able to construct either ~ or X alone. (Brown 1973:186)
When the der:f.vation of a sentence "Y" follows all the
rules applie d in the derivation of a sentence "xu plus at
least one rule not applied in X, then Y has greater cumulative
26
derivational complexity than X (X<Y). (Brown and Hanlon 1970:13)
Since a grammar formalizes adult knowledge it is reasonable
to hypothesize that the child's knowledge of the structure
of his language grows from deriv8tional1y less complex gramnlar
to derivationally more complex grammar. Tlte hypothesis is
reasonable but not necessarily true. (Brown and hanlon 1970:
14)
On the other hand, it is also logically possible to assume that
language development is not necessarily a cumulative process and that it
could happen that the child assigns structures to sentences that are
different from the structures that the adult grammar would assign to these
sentences. Let us take an example. Assume that (2.5a) and (2.5b) have
deep structures (2.6a) and (2.6b), respectively.
(2.5) a. I want Mary to go
b. I wanna go
(2.6) a. I wal~t: [Mary to go]
b. I want [1 to go]
The derivation of (2.5a) is straightforward, while the derivation of
(2.5b) involves a rule which deletes the subject of an infinitival
complement which 1s coreferential with the subject of the matrix clause,
plus a rule of contraction (~ to --~ wallna). 'fIle first posi.tion we
have discussed above predicts that (2.5a) should be acquired earlier than
(2.5b), because the former involves less rules for its generation. A
proponent of the second position would say that it is not necessarily
the case, and that the child first acquires the form wanna as a Hingle
lexical item which should be follow~d by a bare infinitive. Thus at this
stage the generation of (2.5b) does not involve the postulation of (2.6b)
as its deep structure. Thus even if (2.Sb) is acquired earlier than
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(2.5a), it is not a mystery at all. See Klima and Bellugi-Klima (1969)
for a similar view about the early acquisition of don't and can't.
Several variations of these two positions have been proposed, and
~~ratsos in his paper argues that the second position is untenable because
there are no observations of errors which should occur if it is true.
Thus, the examination of his "error analysis" becomes crucial, and that is
our next subject.
Maratsos repeatedly emphasizes the "usefulness of studying possible
grannnatical errors that fail to occur" as "clues to the child's analysis
of language" (p.249). His model of language development crucially depends
on his claim that there are those types of errors which should occur in the
course of development if the second position we saw ahove is correct but
which actually do not occur.
He refers to oft-quoted examples of morphological development in the
English-speaking child. At an earlier stage, the child learns irregular
(i.e.,. lexically marked) forms like went and came and only these. Then he
learns the regular (i.e., lexically unmarked) pattern of morphological
change like baked and wanted. At this stage, the child Qvergeneralizes
this regular pattern and produces forms like ~~ and corned in spite of
his earlier forms like went and came. This type of error, which we call
"overgeneralization," is more c0nunon than this single example illustrates.
Thus, even the child who call correctly produce fOLms like went and came in
addition to baked and wanted is sLill susceptible to errors lik~ bring-
brang-brung, which is clearly based on a subregularity among the marked
cases, e.g., sing-sang-sung and swim-swam-swum.
A somewhat different example is found in C. Chomsky (1969). Her well-
known example 1s the child's misinterpretation of sentences like John
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promised~~ leave. For a predominantly large class of verbs in
English that take infinitival complement J the subject of an infinitival
complement with no surface subject, roughly, the noun phrase (NP) which
immediately precedes the complement (e.g., Bill is the subject of ~ l~~ave
in John wanted Bill to leave.») but tl1ere 1s a sinall class of verbs which
violates that principle. Promise is one such example. Thus, the subject
of to leave in John .P..E.0mised Bill ~ leave is John rather than Bill which
immediately precedes to leave. The child tends to Qvergeneralize the
above-mentioned general principle and gives the interpretation in which
the subject of ~ leave is- Bill in John promised Bill to leave.
Maratsos says:
[Subjectless complements] constitut~s an exception to the
general pattern that subjects may appear freely in complements
except in those cases in which the specified subject would be
identical with a certain NP in the matrix clause; hence as chil-
dren acquire complements with specified subjects, overgenerali-
zation migllt be expected to lead to error such as *1 want I to g~
(or I want me to go). (p.260)
However, this argument is not clear. Maratsos seems to be assuming that
presence of the subject of infinitives is unmarked while its absence is
marked. This does not follow even if we assume the Equi-NP deletion
analysis. In fact, in the framework of Chomsky (1981), presence of the
subject under the E(xceptional) C(ase) M(arking) is highly marked.
Furthermore, the erroneous form that Maratsos cites, i.e., *1 want I to go
(or I want me to go), is blocked in any way by Binding Theory that will
be discussed in Chapter 5.
Haratsos might defend his claim by saying that the production of a
form such as I want me to go is predicted for another reason if we
adopt the deletion analysis. Namely, he would say that such an error is
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predicted if we assume as follows:
If a construction 1s produced by means of discrete operations,
one of the operations might sometimes slip, producing a
revealingly incorrect utterance. (p.259)
For example, an oft-quoted errOl like where we should ~ that by the child
who can correctly ploduce questions like should. ~ ~ home can be explained
in the following way. In order to generate where should ~ ~ that, two
transformations, wh-fronting and subject-auxiliary inversion, among other
things, are necessary. If we assume that there are discrete processing
oppr:lt1ontl eLlt cesponding to these two transformations t then the abovc-
mt~nt1oned error can be accounted for as the child's failure to combine
these two operations while he can use either of them independently.
However, it 1s far from being an established fact that there is a processing
operation corresponding to each of the grammatical transformations. and
furthermore the assumption we cited above is still quite doubtful (even
putting aside the fact that the statement contains such an unspecified
term as sometimes). In face. as Maratsos him8el f meat inns, there is no
empirical evidence that the child makes 8uch errors as ~ 1s1ng ~ or he:
be1ns..8.£•. tropping the "affix-hopping opernt ion".
A very interesting observation has been made 1n lwamura (1980:85ff .).
The following 1s a dialogue between Suzy (3 y~ars and 8 months old) and
Nan! (3 years and 5 months old).
1.. S[uzy): My poncho's ~gt!r now"
2. N[an1): My pon't my. My sh', my shaw'. PlY shawl is R!.8.ger now.
3. S: My, my poncho's bigger now, You.~ poncho is bigger now. Just
like mine.
4. N: (upset) No, this 10 not a poncho.
Mines r is
5. s: I Just pretend to have a poncho.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
N: This is not a poncho. This is a shawl.
S: Just pretend to have a' poncho,
N: No, I wan'to. No I don' wanna. I wauna be it, a, shawl.
S: Slla'
N: I wan' it to be a ~!. I wa {n'
S : Sha', aha'
N: (shouts) No, I say it myself. (gigglds)
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[fYindicates that X and Y were uttered simultaneously.--YO]
Iwamura comments on this in the following way:
Utterances 8, 9, and 10 can be diagrammed this way:
8 N: No I wan to -,
8' i~ : No I don wanna
8' , N: I wanna be it, a shawl
9 s: sha'
10 N: I wan it to be a shawl
In Utterance 8, Nan! was upset and spoke quickly. She has
trouble forming the sentence that she wanted and paused after
'It' and 'a', finally finishing the sentence with the word
'shawl'. Suzy was ready to help her remember the word she
wanted, but that only made Nani more angry. By comparing 8 and
10, the target Nan! finally achieved, it is clear that one
aspect of the target sentence that Nan! f9und difficult was the
problem of dividing 'wanna' into its components 'wan' and 'to'
and inserting 'it' between them. (lwarnura 1980:86; emphasi.s miue)
We agree with Iwamura, and take the above piece of dialogue as showing that
the child first consider~ wanna as a single lexical item.
An analogous example is given 1n Fischer (1976). She says;
Children have very many unanalyzed forms early on which they
must later reanalyze and 'unpack,' Very early, without any
evidence that they have dative movement, children produce forms
such as .s.!..~~' and one often hears (.hl1dren saying .&!mme !! in.
as it were, one breath. (Fischer 1976:93)
These observations show that there are forms that are treated as a
single lexical item and later reanalyzed 8S adult form, and that wanna is
one of them.
:Jl
One apparent problem of considering wauna to be treated as a single
lexical item by young children is the following. If that 1s true, it
sllould be assigned the syntactic category auxiliar~ on th~ basls of ito
distribution and semantic ~ropertieB. If this is the case, there should
be questions observed 1n which ~~ and its Bubject are inverted, e.g.,
wanna you go? (cf. Maratsos 1978:260-61). However, the non-occurrence of
such a form seems to be due to pragmatic reasons. The subject of wanna
or wanta in the early stages 1s almost always reatricted to the speaker.
Thus, Bloom et a1.(1975), based on their naturalistic data from four
children between 19 to 26 months of ;;~~e, observe:
(TJhey [utterances in tue category "intention" with matrix
verbs expressing intention (e.g., want, gonna, and hafta)--
YO] were the first embedded sentences used by th~ children,
and they were primitive in that the child was most often the
agent of both the constituent and matrix verbs. Utterances
such as "I want Lois button it" ... were rare, and utterances
such as "I want comb hair" when the child wanted another to
be the agent did not occur. The matrix verbs were used most
often 1n situations where the child wanted to or was about
to perform the action. (Bloom et ale 1975:17; my emphasis)
'*
In the Appendix of the same monograph, there are 28 utterances
containing~ or wanta followed by a verb phrase (plus one instance of
want Kathryn 9 put in ~ tank uttered when Kathryn was looking for a tank
car to put a clown in), and in all the cases the subject is I. See also
Limber (1973:174ff.)
If this observation is generally true, then it is natural that the
occurrence of vanna 1n a question 1s very rare, if not non-existent. We
never ask Do I want to go?, except as an echo question or a rhetorical
question, both of which are as well very rare 1n children's speech. Notice
also that if the child has the full syntax of wanna with VP complement.
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and if, contrary to the above observation, the subject of wanna is not
restricted to !' we would expect, for example, forms like Do you wauna
~ or You wauna go? (with a rising intonation) from the child who 1s in
the developmental period in question. To my knowledge, there are no such
data. 6
Maratsos' conception of language development Can be examined from a
slightly different point of view. Maratsos says that if the second
position we saw above, i.e., the reanalysis position, is true, then:
••• extensive reanalysis for the purpose of attaining uniform
grammatical representations would require that the child
greatly complicates analyses of form he had already captured
with analysis closer to surface structure. (p.257)
This argument again is unwarranted. Even 1f the alleged reanalysis
has to take place in the course of development, it does not follow that
the child "complicates" his analysis. Since the reanalyzed system 1s
optimal by assumpt1on, the child actually simplifies his granunar by the
reanalysis. Thus, if we are free from suell an ~ priori assumption tllat
development should always be gradual and cumulative, then Maratsos'
argument on this point is at best very weak.
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2.4 Innate Lingui.stic Elldowment and Language Development
This section is devoted to the relationship between innate linguistic
endowment, namely, properties of the Language Acquisition Device, and
language development.
It is useful to begin by clarifying the c.. oncept of "innateness,"
since unclarity in this regard has often led to pointless debates. One
common usage of the term 1s the following:
(1) Innateness 1s predicated of an annatomical structure that is
genetically determined and functioning at birth.
As pointed out by Marshall (1980), (1) has gained its current popularity
largely because of the recent findings that anatomical right-left
asymmetries in the human brain are associated with some of the classical
speech areas. Recent development r~search haa also revealed that several
perceptual and cognitive systems function surprisingly well at or near
birth. Bower (1979)~ for example, provides a comprehensive survey of
this topic. In the domain of speech perception, some evidence haa been
presented indicating that auditory structures that analyze at least some
phonetic r'istinct1ve features are available to the new born child (Eimas
at ale 1971), although it has not been settled whether the child processes
speech sounds in a different manner from the one in which he processes
other acoustic stimuli (Mehler bud Bertoncini 1979).
In spite of these findings, it is not necessary for all the properties
that are genetically determined to be functioning at birth. Therefore, a
need arises for another definition of "innateness," such as the following:
(11) Innateness is predicated of structures that are genetically
detennined.
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Definition (11) but not (1) subsumes the case of maturation. Following
Gle1tman (1981:A36), by "maturation," we mean "ra] pre-progranuned growth
process based on changes in underlying neural structures that are
relatively unaffected by environmental conditions (e.g., flying in sparrows
and walking in humans)." Those maturationally controlled properties will
not manifest themselves until the child reaches a certain developmental
state. Puberty is another example. (See the papers in Part One of Caplan
(1980) for details.)
There is another class of cases in which genetically determined
properties become manifest only later in development. These are the
rroperties whose function is logically dependent on the presence of other
properties, innate or non-innate, that appear only later 1n development.
Let us illustrate this point by the following example.
Suppose that C is an innate linguistic constraint that prohibits a
certain association between an element in a matrix clause and another
element in an embedded clause. By definition, Q cannot function wAtil the
child's grammar generates sentences that contain embedded clauses. The
functioning of C is thereby delayed on logical grounds until that time.
The experiments to be reported in Part II of this dissertation are examples
of this kind. See also Roeper (1978a) for another example.
Bearing these distinctions in mind, let us consider the following
hypothetical case. Suppose! 1s a proposed linguistic universal principle,
and suppose also that a researcher produced the following findi.ngs:
(A) At a developmental state ~1' the child acquires linguistic
structures that are relevant to P.
(8) However, the child will not honor Kuntil a later developmental
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state ~2. In other words, there 1s a period during which the
child violates P.
Under this situation, what conclusions can the researcher draw about the
innateness of f, assuming the correctness of his results? One possibility
is of course that P is not innate, but learned. However, as is clear from
the previous discussion, there is another possibility that is consistent
with the hypothesis that P is innate, namely, that the emergence of P is
7
maturational1y controlled, and thus will not appear until ~2.
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2.5 State of the Art in Linguistic Theory and Experimental Research
We have discussed that one of the most interesting and important
problems in language acquisition is to test when and how the child
recognizes and makes use of innate linguistic properties. A question then
will aris~: How much do we know for certain about these properties?
Surely, there have been a large number of porposals concerning these pro-
perties in recent years, but none of them are conclusive. In fact,
considering our present knowledge about the nature of natural language,
Chomsky 1s not only honest but rational when he writes:
[The current scene in the study of Universal Grammar] is
something new and quite important, even though surely no
one expects that any of these current proposals are cor-
rect as they stand or perhaps even in general conception.
(Chomsky 1981:3; emphasis mine)
The important point here is tllat, in spite of this "inconclusive" state
of linguistic theory today, research in the last couple of decades has
revealed some important sets of generalizations that any linguistic
theory that aims at explanatory adequacy must capture. An extremely
interesting and important research topic in the field of language
development is when and how th~ child starts making use of these generali-
zations in the course of language development.
Let us take an example. Consider the following sentence which is
ungrammatical (taken from Ross 1967:11):
(2.7) *Here is the snowball which 1 chased the boy who threw
at our teacher.
Compare (2.7) with grammatical sentence (2.8):
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(2.8) Here is the snowball which I believe the boy threw at
our teacher.
Based on other similar examples, Ross (1967) has proposed the following
8
constraint:
(2.9) No element contained in a relative clause may be moved
out of the noun phrase that contains the relative clause
by a transformation.
Since the structure underlying (2.7) is roughly as (2.10), (2.9) correctly
blocks the generation of (2.7).
(2.10) here is [the snowball]! I chased [NP the boy
[R 1 ti Cl who threw [the snowball]i at oure a va ause
teacher]] (! is a referential index.)
Partly because the proposed constraint (2.9), or Ross' original
constraint given as (i1) in footnote 8, is "descriptive" in tile sense
that it does not explain why such a constraint exists, a number of attempts
have been made to capture this generalization in more explanato~y terms.
The Subjacency Condition, which we will discuss in Chapter 4, is one of
these attempts (that look promising to us). However, the Subjacency
Condition itself at its present formulation undoubtedly has problems of
various sorts (as we will Bee briefly in 4.1), and no rational researcher
expects it to be correct as it stands. However, it is an interesting and
important research topic to teat when and how the child starts making use
of the generalization that the Subjacency Condition is attempting to
capture. Our experiments to be reported in Chapter 4, as well as the
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experiments about Binding Theory to be reported in Chapter 5, should be
understood as such an attempt.
This line of research suggested above is in a sense "theory neutral."
Such a remark does not of course preclude the possibility of research that
is "theory specific." In fa~t, the distinction between these two is not
always as clearcut as it might seem, because a certain inve6tigation that
is theory neutral at a certain level could well be theory specific at a
different level. Considering the state of the art in linguistic theory
and language development research, it seems to us of utmost importance at
present to accumulate research that is theory neutral, and gain some
important insights into the nature of language development in children.
However, this is only a general guideline for research, and should not be
taken as a rigid principle.
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2.6 Methodology
Finally in this chapter, we discuss methodology in developmental
psycholinguistic experiments. We start with a brief historical review.
A research method initially employed to study language acquisition was
to collect (sometimes a huge amount of) children's utterances, and analyze
them paying attention mainly on distributional facts_ Later, the
importance of supplementing such data with the information about the
context of the utterances has been recognized (e.g. Bloom 1970), but this
method has been used quite extensively under a fairly misleading rubric of
the "naturalistic" method. Brown (1973) is a representative work in this
9
category.
The problem of depending on this method atone has been sharply
criticized by Chomsky as early as in 1961.
[Ilt seems to me that, if anything far-reaching and real is
to be discovered about the actual grammar of the child, then
rather devious kinds of observations of his performance, his
abilities, and his comprehension in many diff~rent kinds of
circumstance will have to be obtained, so th,lt a variety of
evidence may be brought to bear on the attempt to determine
what !s in fact his underlying linguistic competence at each
stage of development. Direct description of the child's
actual verbal output is no more likely to provide an account
of the real underlying competence in the case of child
language than in the case of adult language, ability to
multiply, or any other nontrivial rule-governed behavior.
(Chomsky 1964:36)10
My feeling is that this [the assumption that the determination
of competence can be derived from description of a corpus by
some sort of sufficiently developed data-processing techniques
--YO] is hopeless and that only experimentation of a fairly
indirect and ingenious sort can provide evidence that is at
all critical for formulating a true account of the child's
grammar (as in the case of investjgation of any other real
system). (Chomsky 1964:39)
Characteristically, many of the studies on language acquisition using
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the "nllturalistic" method treat early periods of language development.
One reason for this might llave been the then dominant idea that we can
obtain much insight about Universal Graulffiar by looking carefully
at the early period of language development, because language development
proceeds from universals to particulars (e.g., McNeill 1966, 1970).
However, as Chomsky (personal communication, 1977) tlas pointed out, the
major reason for having focused the research on the early stages of
development seems to lie in the fact that by using the "naturalistic" Dlethod
alone one cannot hope to be able to know the intricate system of the
language faculty of the children who are beyond the very early period of
language development.
The major breakthrough came when Carol Chomsky in her 1968
dissertation, which has been later published as C. Chomsky (1969), came
out. Among s~veral experimental techniques that Chomsky has introduced
for investigating the child's knowledge of grammar, the toy movement task,
in which the 5ubject will be given a sentence and asked to act out what
the sentence means by using the toys, has been most extensively used in
the literature that trbats the development of more intricate aspects of
the language faculty~ The other methods commonly used in this field are
neatly summarized in Kennedy (1970, Cha~ter II).
Although we have gained much more insight about the development
of the language faculty thanks to these techniqubs than in the "naturalistic"
days, there still remain problems that appear to be important. First)
most of the methods that have been developed are those that test the
subject's interpretation of the stimulus sentences. For example, the most
commonly used methods to assess the child's knowledge abauL relative
clauses are: (1) toy movement, (i1) picture identification, and (iii)
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question asking. Thus, in each case the subject will be given a sentence
containing a relative clause such as (2.11):
(2.11) The monkey ki~sed the tiger that jumped over the elephant.
In (1), the subject will be asked to act out what (2.11) means by using
the given toys. In (11), he will be shown more than one picture one of
which matches (2.11), and asked which one matches (2.11). (Or,
alternatively, he will be shown one picture, and asked whether the picture
is true or false.) In (iii), he will be asked, for example, "Tell me who
jumped over whom," and the like. In each case, what is being asked is the
child's 1,nterpretation of the given sentence.
However, what 1s really crucial is usually not the information ~~
about how children interpret sentences, but the information about what
syntactic structure he would assign to sentences. In the case of adults,
there are ways to obtain the latter kind of information in addition to
simply asking how the sentences are interpreted. One can expect fairly
reliable metalinguistic judgment of other kinds from adult informants.
For example, there are various kinds of syntacti~ tests devised to examin~
constituency, e.g., movement (i~e., only constituents can be moved).
There are also semantic tests including those concerning synonymity and
ambiguity. Furthermore, there are psycholinguistic experiments such as
the click location experiment (Fodor, Bever, and Garrett 1974). Thus, we
are able to have a sufficient data bas~ to do serious grammatical
investigations.
On the other hand, obtaining grammatical information from children
is much more difficult. Although eliciting metalinguistic judgment from
children is not totally impossible (e.g., Gleitman, Gleitman, and Shipley
1972), the situation is not at all comparable to the adult's case. It is
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also difficult to conduct psycholinguistic experiments to test ho,~
children process sentences, although there are some recent studies on this
topic. See, for example, Tyler and Marslen-Wilson (1978, 1980) and Cooper
and Paceia-Cooper (1980:231-33). We do not know much about children's
processing capacity in general. For instance, there is a debate about
whether it is the short terln memory or processing strategies that increases
with age. See, for example, Huttenlocher and Burke (1976) and Chi (1976,
1977).
In this situation, how can we proceed toward establishing a theory of
language development? One obvious answer is to develop elicitation
techniques that are appropriate for children, and we pointed out earlier
that such research is in fact beginning to emerge. However, we need not
wait until such techniques become available. The answer lies in the
guiding principle that has led the studies of generative grammar, i.e.,
to establish a theory with explanatory power. In spite of the technical
difficulties of various sorts(e.g., although we can obtain information
about linguistic competence only through some form of linguistic performance,
we know little about the nature of performance), linguistic research in
that tradition has made tremendous progress toward establishing a theory
with explanatory power by looking very closely at crucial aspects of the
grammars of various languages~ (Which aspects are crucial is in turn
defined by a theory with explanatory power.) In the pursuit of a theory
of language development, we can make use of the properties of such a
linguistic theory as guiding principles of the research, because linBulstic
theory by definition is part of a theory of language development. In fact,
wilen one gets developmental data tllat are 1n conformity with a linguistic
theory with explanatory power, tie can claim greater ~ignificance for the
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data over those that are not, unless someone comes up with a counte~­
theory that explains the latter data. See Roeper and Ocsu (forthcoming)
for more discussion. There have alr.~ady been aODle important studies in
this area along this line, some of which are conveniently asselnbled iu
Goodluck and Solan (1978) and Tavaknlian (1981),
Notes to Chapter 2
1One apspect of the interaction between granunar and other subsystenls has
often been referred to as the "degenerate" nature of the data. Notice
how degenerate the data are is not an issue here. See Chomsky (1976=
197~:167. 0.6) for discussion. It is also important to make a d1stlncit1on
between the following two notions: "poverty of tile stimulus," i. e .•
fragmentary nature of the data, and "degeneracy of the stimulus." See
Chomsky (1980e:42) for discussion. In some recent discussion on
"motherese," there 1s confusion based on the failure to make this
distinction. See, for example, Snow (1977). See Newport et ale (1977)
for a more reasonable view about the implications of motherese research
for a theory of lal.guage developmellt. See also Wexler and Cu11cover
(1980).
2Ketl (1980) presents a piece of evidence for the task-specificity of a
linguistic skill at the psychological level by studying the development
of the ability to perceive linguistic and pictorial ambiguities.
3The pa~e references in this section are all to Maratsos (197R). unless
oth~rwise indicated.
4Maratsos actually discusses four--prenominal ..t.djectives, possessives,
passives, and subjectless complements.
Maratsos also discusses word order in early acquisition, more
specifically, the claim that "the child adopts strict word order that
for expressing logical relations--the uniform order that is represellted
ill deep structure in classical models of transformational grammar"
(pp.249-50), and concludes that "the theory that children, universally,
form uniform grammatical representations of identical logical relations
as a primary hypothesis about the structure of language does not receive
straightforward empirical support" (p.250). We do not discuss 'this
point because evidence referred to in order to support this claim seems
rather fragmentary.
5Representations such as (2.2) are misleading, B1nc~ deep structur~ 1s
not actual sentences. Accounts in what follows are sometimes abbreviated
to the extent that does not caua8 serious confusion.
6It might be worth pointing out that not all modal auxiliaries appear in
questions, For example, Jackendoff (1972:102-103) points out that (Ii)
"strongly favors the root: interpretation," although (1) 1s arnbiguous
between root Bnd ep1stemic interpretations,
(1) Max
f must 1shouldmay leave soon.
(11) ~ Must 1Should
May
Max leave Boon f(
Although it seems difficult to relate this fact with the problem in
question (because wanna, or gonna for that matter, should be classified
as having "root" interpretation). it is interesting how the child reacl1es
the above generalization. See also Ota (1972:51ff.). I am indebted to
Keij1 Konomi for reminding me of this point.
7In reality, the situation is yet more complicated because of the
interaction among different components of the mind.
8The constraint proposed by Ross is actually more general 60 that it can
also account for the ungrammaticality of (1):
(i)*The hat which I believed the claim that Otto was wearing
was red.
Ross' original constraint named the Complex NP Constraint 1s formulated
as follows:
No element contained 1n a sentence dominated by a noun phrase
with a lexical head may be moved out of that noun phrase by a
transformation. (Ross 1967:70)
9Although most "naturalistic" studies are also longitudinal and most
"experimental" studies (about which we will discuss shortly) are also
cross-sectional, the "naturalistic"-experimental distinction and the
longitudinal-cross-sectional distinction are logically independent.
10Chomsky (1964) 1s a published version of his remarks he made in a
conference held.in 1961.
PART II
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Chapter 3 General Remarks
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3.1 Logic of the Experiments
The experiments reported in this dissertation share the same logic.
In this section, we take up this logic.
The aim of these experiments is to test when and how the child
recognizes the linguistically significant generalizations that two
allegedly universal linguistic constraints. i.e., the Subjacency Condition
and Binding Theory, are to capture. In the tradition of Language
acquisition theories that identify linguistic universals. at least
partially, with innate linguistic knowledge (see Chapter 2), we assume--
for the purpose of partial experimental testing--the innateness of these
conditions. What does this amount to? It might amount to the following:
(8) As soon as the child masters a structure that 1s relevant
to a universal condition !' then he honors P with respect
to that structure.
Notice that (H) is not strictly implied even if we assume the innateness
of P. For example, as we discussed in Chapter 2, it is logically possible
that the emergence of f is maturationally conditioned, and that it appears
later in development. Therefore, even if P is innate, the mastery of a
structure that is relevant to P would not be a sufficient condition for
the emergence of f. However, we choose, for test purposes, the simplest
hypothesis that we can think of, 1.e., (H).
In each of the experiments, we inculded: (1) a test for whether
young children honor ~ (to be called the P-Test here), and (11) 8 test for
whether they know a structure that 1s relevant to the application of P
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(to be called the Syntax Test). Hy~othes1s (H) makes the following
prediction about the results:
(Pr) Those who pass the Syntax Test will also pass the P-Test.
The following should also be true:
(Q) Those who fail the Syntax Test will also fail the P-Test.
Thus, if we classify the results of the experiments in a 2x2 contingency
table in the following way, subjects should tend to fall in either ~ or
D-cell.
Pass Fail
Pass
Fail
A
c
TABLE 3-1
B
D
N
This logic of our experiments will be repeated when we describe each
experiment.
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3.2 Experimental Groups
The experiments reported in this dissertation are divided into three
groups in terms of the dates when the experiments were conducted.
(I) Experimental Group I: The experiments reported in 4.3 belong
to this group. They were conducted during the summer of 1980. The
subjects were 72 children ranging from 3 to 10 years of age, each age
group having 8 subjects, with the exception of the 6-year-old group in
which there were 16 subjects. The younger subjects, 3 to 6-year aIds,
were children attending day-care centers and nursery schools in the
greater Boston area. The older subjects, 6 to lO-year olds, attended
West Tisbury fehoal on Martha's Vineyard, Massachusetts. Half of the
sixteen 6-year aIds were children living in the greater Boston area, and
the rest were from Martha's Vineyard.
In addition to these children, we also tested 24 adults. Eight of
them were M.l.T. undergraduates (non-linguistics/psychology majors),
another eight were M.I.T. secretaries, and the remaining eight were adults
in Burlington, Massachusetts with no academic affiliation.
(II) Experimental Group II: Experiments 1 and 2 belong to this
group. They were carried out during the winter of 1981. There were 60
subjects ranging from 3 ta 7 years of age, each age group consisting of
12 subjects. These children attended day-care centers and ~lernentary
schools in the greater Boston area.
These experiments were conducted in two sessions. There was 3 to
6-day interval between the two sessions.
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(III) Experimental Group III: The experiment reported in the
Appendix B to Chapter 4 belongs to this group. It was conducted during
the spring of 1981. The subjects were 60 children ranging from 3 to 7
years of age, each age group having 12 subjects. These children attended
day-care centers and elementary schools in the greater Boston area.
Chapter 4
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Subjacency Condition and Syntactic Development in Children
4.1 Subjacency Condition
It has been observed that a general grammatical process is sometimes
blocked, and as a result we get ungrammatical sentences. One such case is
an extraction out of a relative clause. Thus, wh-movement, which is
responsible for deriving (4.1b) from (4.1a) is blocked in (4.2b), i.e.,
(4.2a) is ungrammatical.
(4.1) a. Here is the snowball which the boy threw at our teacher.
b. here is [the snowball]i [8 the boy threw [the snowball]!
at our teacher)
(4.2) a.*Here is the snowball which I chased the boy who threw at
our teacher.
b.*here is [the snowball]i I chased [NP the boy [~who threw
[the snowball]1 at our teacher)]
(1 is a referential index.)
Ross (1967) has attempted to account for this fact in terms of his Complex
NP Constraint, which runs as follows:
(4.3) No element contained in a sentence dominated by a noun
phrase with a lexical head noun may be moved out of that
noun phrase by a transformation. (Ross 1967:70)
Another example in which a general grammatical process is blocked is
rightward movement, e.g., PP-Extraposition. PP-Extraposition, applied to
(4.4a), derives (4.4b):
(4.4) a. A book by Julia Child came out.
b. A book came out by Julia Child.
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In his attempt to give principled explanation to these and many other
facts, Chomsky (1973) has proposed a set of conditions imposed on the
application of transformations~ The Subjacency Condition (SC) is one of
them. The SC can be roughly formulated in the following way:
(4.8) X and Y in the following configuration may not be associated
with each other:
• •• ~ ••• [0(... [p'" ! ... ] ... ] ... X
where ~ and! are bounding nodes.
In the above formulation the notion bounding node is used in place of
cyclic node. Since the nodes that are relevant for the bounding and for
the cyclicity could logically be different, we will use the former notion
in the formulation of the se. We assume here for expository reasons that
NP, S, and S are bounding nodes. But see (B) below.
(4.8) correctly excludes (4.2a) and (4.5b)1 as ungralluuatical, tile
latter with the intended meaning. See the following:
(4.9) a.*here is the snowball lSI chased [Npthe boy [i who threw t
at our teacher]]]
(1 is the trace of the snowball.)
b.*[Nps review of [Npa book !]] came out by Julia Child
(~is the trace of by Julia Child.)
Chomsky (1977b) attempts to explain the ungrarnmaticality of (4.10a)
in terms of the SC.
(4.10) a.*Who did John destroy a book about?
b.*who [sdid John destroy [Npa book about 1]]
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However, the rule cannot be applied to (4.5a) so as to derive (4.Sb).
«4.5b) is grammatical, but is not synonymous with (4.Sa).)
(4.5) a. A review of [a book by Julia Child] came out.
<11 indicates a partial constituent structure.)
b. A review of a book came out by Julia Child.
Ross (1967) has proposed a constraint, which has come to be known as the
Right Roof Constraint later, to account for this fact. The following is a
version modified by Akmajian (1975):
(4.6) No element may be extraposed more than one cycle up from
the cycle containing it. (Akmajian 1975:119)
NP and S are considered as being cyclic nodes. The following diagram
shows how (4.5b) is blocked by (4.6). (4.6) prescribes that the circled
PP should not be extraposed out of the dotted domain; otherwise, the
resulting sentence is ungrammatical.
(4.7)
____-NP~S~
~- VP......-~ ..... " ~
a reVie~ " "" came out
a book PP \
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Since Chomsky (1973), there have been a number of discussions
concerning the nature of the se. The following is a brief summary:
(A) Chomsky's (1973) and the subsequent frameworks assume the
successive cyclic app11catiol of wh-movernent. However, there
have b~en arguments against this, i.e., argumentd for the
existence of unbounded rules. See, for example, Bresnan (1977)
and Hasegawa (forthcoming).
(B) There has been discussion about the choice of bounding nodes
in various languages. It has been claimed that there are
parameters involved. Rizzi (1978), for example, argues that
in Italian, S, and not S, is a bounding node. See Chomsky
(1981) for discussion.
(C) In Chomsky (1973), the SC is considered as a condition on
movement transformations. Later, it is also argued that the
SC is a filter. See Freidin (1978). See also Huang (1980).
(D) The extraction of an element out of the object NP has been
discussed extensively. There are positions, among others,
where: (i) extraction out of the object NP is in principle not
allowed, but sometimes allowed because of the syntactic
restructuring (e.g •• Chomsky 1977~; and (1ii) extraction out of
the objecl NP is in principle allowed, but sometimes prohibited
by a separate semantic principle (e.g., Woolford 1980). For
more data, see Rodman (1977) and Cattell (1979).
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There are other important problems around the se. For example, various
languages, including Swedish (Engdahl 1980a, b) and Chinese (Huang 1980),
provide crucial data. See Marantz (1980), Woolford (1980), and Hasegawa
(1980, forthcoming) for alternatives.
For the purpose of the experiments in this chapter, the informally
formulated version (4.8) is adopted. As we mentioned above, we also assume
that the presence of Sand S in addition to NP in the set or bounding nodes
is the unmarked case; 1angauges may differ from this unmarked case. See
for example the Italian case mentioned above. Notice that if this
assumption is correct, then the child exposed to any language would first
assume that {NP, S, 5J is the set of bounding nodes of his language.
Then, "negative" information is never required to fix parametric values
in the course of language development. For instance, in the case of a
child who is learning Italian, he would drop S from the unmarked set when
he hears a "positive" sentence that is a violation of wh-island.
The prohibition of the extraction of elements from relative clauses
will be the topic of Experiment 1, from object NPs the topic of 4.3, and
the Right Roof Constraint will be the topic of the experiment to be
r~ported in the Appendix B to this chapter.
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4.2 Experiment 1
Experiment 1 is intended to test when and how the child gets to
know the Subjacency Condition (SC) with respect to the extraction of
elements from relative clauses.
In the tradition of language acquisition theories (see Chapter 2)
that identify linguistic univeLsals, at least partially, wj.th the innate
endowment, we assume--for the purpose of a partial experimental test--
the innateness of the SC and the unmarked svecification of bounding nodes
discussed in the previous section). The innateness of the SC so conceived
might amount to the following:
(H) As soon as the child masters structures that
are relevant to the SC, he honors the SC with
Fespect to those structures'.
Notice that, as we discussed earlier, (H) is not strictly implied even if
we assume the innateness of the SC. However, we choose here the simplest
hypothesis we can think of, i.e., (H).
In the experiment to be discribed 1n this section, we included (i)
a test for whether young children honor the SC (to be called the
SC Test) with respect to the extraction of elements from relative clauses
and (ii) a test for their knowledge of relative clauses (to be called
the Syntax Test). (H) makes the following prediction about our data:
(P) Children who pass the Syntax Test will also pass the SU Test.
The following must also be true:
(Q) Children who fail the Syntax Test will also fail the SC Tdst.
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Method
Subjects
The subjects were 60 children ranging 1n age from 3;1 (three years and
one month) to 7j11. There were 12 subjects in each age group. TIle details
are given in 3.2. Each subject was tested individually in a quiet room
at his school.
Procedure and Materials
This experiment, as mentioned before, 1s intended to test the
Subjacency Condition w1th respect to relative clauses from a developmental
point of view. As for relative clauses, there have been a large number of
developmental studies. The Appendix A to this chapter provides a summary
of some of these ~tudies. The following is of importance for us at this
point: Relative clauses can be classified into four types depending on the
grammatical function of the head noun of the relative clause in the matrix
clause, and of the relative pronoun in the relative clause. Follo\ling
Sheldon (1972, 1974), we will call them SS, SO, as, and 00. The first
letter represents the grammatical function of the head noun in the matrix
clause (Subject or Object), and the second represents the grammatical
function of the rBlative pronoun in the relative clause. The following
are examples of these four types of relative clauses:
55: The boy who kissed the girl met the man.
so: The boy who the g1rl kissed met the man.
os: The man met the boy who kissed the girl.
00: The man met the boy who the girl kissed.
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Many of the studies summarized in the Appendix A have taken up the
problem of the relative order of acquisition of these four types of rela-
1t1ve clauses. However, the data on the relative order of "acquisition"
among them are quite contradictory. See Bowerman (1979) for review. In
some studies, e.g" Smith (1974a,b) and de Villiers et al. (1979), OS
1s the first, or one of the first, type that 1s acquired by the child.
In others e.g., Sheldon (1974) and Tavako11an (1977, 1981), OS is claimed
to be acquired later than some other types. In this experiment, we will
consistently use OS relative clauses.
Whatever the true relative order of the "acquisition" may be, the
~rucial thing for us is when the child acquires the rule NP -~ NP S,
2because that structure is crucial for the application of the se.
Let us assume for the moment that Tavakolian's (1977, 1981) Conjoined-
Clause Analysis 1s correct. Then, at the initial stage the child will
get the correct grammatical relations about 58 in the way as indicated
below, but that does not mean that the child at this stage haa acquired
NP -~ NP s.
[ [NP - t ha t - V - NP] [ A - V - NP 1]s s -- st-- J
The arrow indicates a coreferential relation.
Let us now assume that Sheldon's (1974) Parallel Function Hypothesis
holds at some point in development. Then, it will also give the eorrect
grammatical relations to 55, but that again does not mean that the child
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has acquired NP -~ NP S.
Thus, we cannot decide for certain when the child acquires NP -~ NP S
from his interpretation of the sentences containing relative clauses alone.
Cooper and Paccia-Coopel' (1980:232-33), referring to Martha Danley's 1978
research proposal, which unfortunately she decided not to pursue, suggest
a possibility of testing the child's analysis of relative clauses by using
a speech timing analysis. It certainly deserves a try.
Why then have we chosen OS for our test under this solution? Notice
that SS and SO are not appropriate for our purposes, because extraction
out of any sentential complement in the subject position 1s not allowed,
whatever the reason may be, as the following exa\nple shows:
(4.11) a. [sthat Bill likes who) 1s obvious
b.*who is that Bill likes obvious?
Compare (4.11) with the following, where the sentential complement is not
in the subject position although the "meaning" is the same as (4.11):
(4.12) a. it is obvious [~hat Bill likes who]
b. Who is it obvious that B1ll likes?
(T'hia is what Ross (1967) has called the Sentential Subject Constraint.)
Furthermore, Goodluck and Tavakolian (1979) have shown nicely that the
4- and 5-year aIds who got the grammatical relations 1n OS correct have
already acquired NP -~ NP S. See the Appendix to this chapter:. Considering
'3
these facts, as seems to be a re~sonable choice for our experiment.
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(I) SC test: The subject was first told six stories, each consisting
of two sentences. with a picture accompanying each story that depicts the
situation described in the story. In the first round, which we will call
the listening s~as1ont the subject merely listened to the stories and
looked at the pictures. After all the stories were presented, then the
experimenter came back to the first story, and told it with the accompanying
picture shown. This time, however, a question followed the story. The
subject was told that the story can be repeated as many times as he wished.
The reason for having the listening session 1s as follows. In an0thdr
experiment, in which there was no such a session, the results, as will be
reported in the next section, seemed to have been distorted by some
performan~e variable(s) -- possibly memory. Namely, the subjects who were
given the stories 1n such an order that the correct targel NP was 1n the
first sentence of the story tended to make mistakes by picking up the NP
1n the second sentence. On the other hand, the subjects who were given the
stories 1n the reverse ordar tended to get them correct. If our guess that
the results had been distorted mainly by memory 1s correct, then when the
subject 1s given the opportunity to familiarize himself with the stories
before getting into the test session, he would be less influenced by the
order of the sentences in the stories. The listening session was intended
to bring that effect.
Two of the six stories were for practice. They were always placed
prior to the test stories. They are (4.
'
3) and (4.14):
(4.13) Roger wanta to enter the room.
He is opening the door with a key.
(Question) What Is Roger opening the door with?
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(4.14) Susan 1s washing her doll with a cloth.
She likes the doll very much.
(Question) What 1s Susan washing the doll with?
Both (4.13) and (4.14) contain two simplex sentences, only one of which
contains a w1tll-phrase. The order of sentences 1n these stories was fixed.
(4.13) has the correct target NP for the question that follows in the
second sentence, and (4.14) 1n the first sentence. The order between
(4.13) and (4.14) was randomized.
In this experiment, we focus our attention on (OS) relative clauses
which have the following structure:
( 4 .15) *wh [ S ••• {NP ••• (S ... .£]]]
t is the trace left behind by wh-movement.
Table 4-1 lists all the stories used, and Figures 4-1 - 4-6 show the
pictures that accompanied the stories.
TABLE 4-1
FIGURES 4-1-4-6
Let us take Story 1 8S an example for illustrating the logic of this
task.
(4.16) Jane is drawing a monk~y with a crayon.
The monkey is drinking milk with a straw.
(Question) What is Jane drawing a monkey tl'lQt
is drinking milk with?
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The crucial point is that the question could be ambigous, were it not for
the sc.
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P(ractice)-l Roger wants to enter the room.
He is opening the door with the key.
What is Roger opening the door with?
P-2 Susan is washing her doll with a cloth.
She likes the doll very much.
What is Susan washing the doll with?
1 Jane is drawing a monkey with a crayon.
The monkey is drinking milk with a straw.
What 1s Jane drawing a monkey that is drinking
milk with?
2 Jim is catching a cat with a net.
The cat is climbing up a tree with a ladder.
t~at 1s Jim catching a cat that is climbing a
tree with?
3 Mary is photographing a boy with a camera.
The boy is bandaging a dog with a handkerchief.
What is Mary photographing a boy who is bandaging
a dog with?
4 Ben 1s looking at a man with binoculars.
The man is stopping a girl with a broom.
What is Ben looking at a man who is stopping a
girl with?
TABLE 4-1
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FIGURE 4-1
FIGURE 4-2
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FIGURE 4-3
FIGURE 4-4
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FIGURE 4-5
FIGURE 4-6
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(4.17) a. what [s is Jane drawing [NP a monkey [8 that is drinking
milk with £11]
b. what [s is Jane drawing [NP a monkey [8 that is drinking
milk ]l with ~]
However, because of the se, the question in (4.16) can only have structure
(4.1'7b). Thus, if the subject knows the se, the only possible answer is
~ crayon.
Each subject received two stories in the order in which the correct
target NP is in the first sentence of the story (to be called the 81 order),
and the remaining tWL stories, in the order in which the correct target
NP is in the second sentence of the story (to be called the 82 order).
The combination of the stories and the orders (i.e., 81 or 82 order) was
randomized, and the order of stories was also randomized.
(II) Syntax test (1): The subject was given six sentences containing
relative clauses, and was asked to act out what they meant by using the
toys located in front of him. We used only as relative clauses. Three
sentences contained relative clauses in which the verb is transitive
(complex), and the rest contained relative clauses in which the verb is
intransitive (simple). The following are examples of each:
(4.18) a. complex: The cow kissed the horse that jumped over the
elephant.
b. simple: The elephant bumped into the cow that was sleeping.
The nouns, verbs, and verb phrases (for the relative clauses of the
simple cases) were randomized. The following is a list of the words and
phrases used:
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(4.19) nouns: cow, horse, elephant
verbs: kiss, jump over, push, bump into
verb phrases: be in the pond, be standing on the bench,
be sleeping
The subjects were asked to perform a toy moving task. That is, they
were asked to act out with toys the meaning of each of the sentences of
the form described above. Before the test session itself, each subject
was given a warm-up session. He was first asked to identify each animal,
a bench, and a pond that were on the table in front of him. Each animal
was made of plastic, and was easily jdentifiable. The bench and the pond
were made of paper. Then, he was asked to act out six simplex sentences
(i.e., sentences containing no embedded clauses), each containing the verbs
and verb phrases listed above. The subject was told that he could ask the
experimenter to repeat the sentences as many times as he wished. No
subject had any difficulty in passing this warm-up session.
In the test session, six sentences of the form described above were
given in a random order. On the table were the animals, the bench, and/or
the pond that were mentioned in the sentences, and other objects were
hidden beyond the fence that was made of paper. Based en Hamburger and
Crain's (forthcoming) and Crain's (1980) following observation (see also
the Appendix A to this chapter), we used two toy animals corresponding to
the head noun of the relative clause:
For a sentence (or other form of expression) to be appropriate
and correctly interpretable, it must meet certain 'felicity
conditions.' The idea of felicity conditions is closely
related to that of conversational maxims. The maxims guide
sentence choice, given a meaning and context, while the felicity
conditions state, for a given sentence (on a particular
reading), what should true of the context. In the earlier
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example, the maxim of brevity says that with one horse
available (17d) (=Tlle cow bumped the horse that tickled the
~.--YO], being redundant, is inappropriate. TIle felicity
conditions of the relative clause, on the other hand, specify
conditions under which (17a) may be used, specifically that
thet'e should be mC'~e thaIl one horse available. We believe
that four- and five-year-old children might be sensitive to
such felicity conditions, and hence perform better if those
conditions were met. (Hamburger and Crain, Eortheonling: 23-24)
(Using their revised format, they have obtained results that deserve serious
consideration. See the Appendix A to this chapter for details.) Thus,
for (4.20), the objects listed in (4.21) were put on the table.
(4.20) The cow kissed the horse that was in the pond.
(4.21) a. one cow
b. two horses
c. a pond
(III) Syntax test (2): The subject was given four sentences that
contain as relative clauses which are of the same length wordwise as the
questions in the SC Test and the pictures were shown simultaneously that
depict the situation. As in the SC Test, the subject was asked to listen
to the four sentences first, and when he heard all the sentences, the
experimenter cam~ back to the first sentence and asked the subject to
repeat the sentence. The subject was told that the sentence can be
repeated as many times as he wished by the experimenter. However, the
subject was told to repeat tile whole sentence, and was never allowed to
ask the experimenter to repeat the sentence in the middle of his own
repetition and resume the rep~tition from that point on after he heard
the experimenter's repetition. The following are the aentenct=ti and picturet:l.
1. John is painting a dog that is eating lunch with
a fork.
2. Jill is patting an elephant that is stopping a lion
with his trunk.
3. Susan 1s chasing a boy who is hittfng a rat with a
stick.
4. Tom is pointing at a girl who is drying a dog with
a towel.
TABLE 4-2
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FIGURE 4-7
FIGUR~ 4-8
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FIGURE 4-9
FIGURE 4-10
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The order between the SC and two syntax tests was counterbalanced.
Results and Discussion
Results
(1) SC test: The results of the SO test are given 1n Table 1 in the
Appendix at the end of the dissertation. There were three types of
answers. First, some subjects correctly picked up the target NP (4.22a).
Second. some subjects wrongly picked up the non-target NP that 1s in the
with-phrase of the sentence not containing the target: NP (4.22b). Third,
some subjects picked up NP other than the two mentioned above (4.22c).
(In Table 1 1n the Appendix, these answers are coded as 1, 0, and 2,
respectively.) Only the first is considered as being correct.
The following are examples:
(4.22) Story: Jane is drawing a monkey with a crayon.
The monkey is drinking milk with a straw.
Question: What is Jane drawing a monkey that 1s
drinking milk with?
Answers: a~ A crayon (correct)
b. A straw
c. Milk/Picture/etc,
Table 4-3 shows the perc~ntage of the correct answers for each of
the stories ~
TABLE 4-3
4"
..-.... Story
1 2 3 4
Age
3 .25 .75 .08 .33
4 .58 .92 .58 .5
5 .5 .83 .5 .5
6 .83 1.0 .67 .58
7 .58 .92 .67 .75
Total .55 .88 .5 .53
TABLE 4-3
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(II) Syntax test (1): The results of the toy-moving task are given
in Table 2 in the Appendix at the end of tIlls dissertation. Tllere were
seven types of answers for tills task. First, some subjects performed the
matrix clause action. and then the ~elative clause action (4.23 below).
Second, some subjects performed the two actions in the reverse way (4.23).
Third. some subj ects performed only the matrix clause action (4.23). WIlen
these subjects were asked by the experimenter, they knew the content of
the relative clause. Fourth, some subjects performed the matrix clause
action, and then the relative clause action with matrix subjects as its
antecedent (4.23). Fifth, some subjects only performed the matrix clause
action, and they did not remember what was said in the relative clause
when asked by the experimenter (4.23). Sixth, some subjects only performed
the relative clause action, and they did not remember what was said in the
matrix clause when asked by the experimenter (4.23). Seventh, others
(4.23). The following are examples:
(4.23) Sentence: The cow pushed the horse that jumped over the
elephant.
(In the following, V(X,Y) indicates that X is the agent
of the action denoted by V, and Y 1s the patient. Z;W
indicates that the subject performed Z first, and then W.
a. push (cow, horse); jump over (horse, elepl,ant)
b • jump over (horse, elephant) ; push (CO\\l. horse)
c. push (cow, horae)
(Did the giraffe do any thing'l Can you show me?)
jump over (horse, elephant)
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d. push (cow, horse); jump over (cow, elephant)
e. push (cow, horse)
(Did the giraffe do anything? Can you show me?)
No, he didn't.
f. jump over (horse, elephant)
(Did the cow do anything? Can you show me?)
No, he didn't.
g. others
These answers are coded 1n Table 2 in the Appendix at the end of this
dissertation as 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7, respectively. The first three
answers are considered as correct, and the rest as wrong.
Table 4-4 shows the percentage of the correct answers for each sentence.
Table 4-5 shows the breakdown for each response type.
TABLES 4-4 and 4-5
(Ill) Syntax Test (2): The results of the repetition task are given
in Tabl(~ 3 at the Appendix at the end of this dissertation. There were
four types of answers for this task. First, some subjects repeated the
given sentence correctly (4.28 below). Second, some subjects repeated
the matrix cla,!~e only, omitting the relative clause (4.24b). Third, some
subjects repealed the relative clause only, omitting the matrix clause
(4.24c). The fourth category includes all other response types (4.24d).
This includes the case in which subjects repeated the given sentence that
contaj.na a relati.ve clause as conjoined Clllllt;CH. 'fhe followlng are the
examples:
Type
Complex (3 Sentences) Silnple (3 Sentences)
Age
3 .17 .58
4 .39 .83
5 .53 .94
6 .69 .89
7 .94 1.0
Total .54 .85
TABLE 4-4
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Response Type -correct - -'---.. wrong
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Total
Age
(a) complex
3 4 1 1 9 10 6 5 36
4 7 5 2 7 6 4 5 36
5 7 9 3 11 3 1 2 36
6 16 9 0 8 0 0 3 36
7 18 10 6 2 0 0 0 36
Total 52 34 12 37 19 11 15 180
2 28
2 29
4 28
10 131
36
36
36
36
36
1804
a
1
1
1
5
o
5
o
o
o
5
8
o
1
1
15
2
3
o
o
o
1
3
3
6
o
o
12
192
o 27
(b) simple
3
4
5
6
7
Total
TABLE 4-5
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(4.24) Sentence: John is painting a dog that is eating lunch
with a fork.
Answers: a. Jolln is painting a dog that is eating lunch
with a fork.
b. John is painting a dog.
c. A dog 1s eating lunch with a fork.
d. John is painting a dog and it is eating lunch
with a fork./ John 1s painting a dog eating
lunch with a fork.
These answers are coded 1n Table 3 in the Appendix at the end of this
dissertation as 1, 5, 6, and 7, respectively. Only the first one is
considered correct; the rest are considered wrong. Table 4-6 shows the
percentage of the correct answers for each sentence. Table 4-7 shows
the breakdown for each response type.
TABLE 4-6 and 4..,7
(IV) Correlations: To test Hypothesis (H), we tabulated a 2x2
contingency table. This table displays the degree of association between
success in the Syntax Test and success in the SC Test. If (H) is correct,
then the subjects should tend to fall in the pass-pass and fail-fail cells.
The criterion for passing the SC test is getting more than 3 stories
correct out of 4. The criterion for passing the Syntax Test is getting
more than 2 correct out of 3 complex cases for the toy-moving task and
getting more than 3 correct out of 4 for the repetition task. The reason
for taking only the complex cases into consideration for the toy-moving
task is that the questions in the SC Test contain analogously complex
relative clauses.
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Sentence 1 2 3 4 Total
Age
3 0 0 0 .08 .02
4 .58 .5 .5 .58 .54
5 .83 .83 ,6/ .75 .77
6 .83 .83 .92 .75 .83
7 .92 1.0 .92 1.0 .96
Total .63 .63 .6 .63 .63
TABLE 4-6
Response Type correct wrong1 5 6 7 Total
Age
3 1 9 9 29 48
4 26 3 1 18 48
.1 37 0 0 11 48
6 40 0 0 8 48
7 46 1 0 1 48
Total 150 13 10 67 240
TABLE 4-7
81
82
Table 4-8 shows the degree of association between success in the
Syntax Test and success in the SC Test.
Syntax Test
at P F
P 21 9 30
F 7 23 30
28 32 60
SC Te
TABLE 4-8
The association in Table 4-8 Is statistically significant at the .05 level
<X 2=11.32, Idf) with Yates' correction for continuity.
Tables 4-9 - 4··13 show the results broken down by age groups. Since
the number of Rubjects in each age group is relatively small (i.e., 12),
we do not think that statistical analysis of each of these tables would be
meaningful. Rather, these tables are to show the developmental sequence
across the ages with resp~ct to the SC,
TABLES 4-9 - 4-13
C""l
co
SC Te
N
5-year aIds
4 2 6
2 4 6
6 6 12
TABLE 4-11
3-year aIds
0 1 1
0 11 11
0 12 12
TABLE 4-9
6-year aIds
7 2 9
2 I 3
9 3 12
TABLE 4-12
4-year aIds
3 3 6
0 6 6
3 9 12
TABLE 4-10
7-year aIds
7 1 8
3 1 4
10 2 12
TABLE 4-13
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Discussion
Table 4-9 and the statiscical analysis on it show that our hypothesis
(H) has been borne out. Namely, the results of the experiment show that
as soon as the child masters relative clauses, he honors the SC with
respect to them. In other words, the child knows that extraction out of
relative clauses is not allowed as soon as he masters relative clauses.
Of course, we have not EEoved the innateness of the SC. However, our
findings g~ve strong empirical support for the claim that the SC 1s part
of the innate schematism that allows language acquisition.
There are other interesting findings as well. We enumerate them
below:
(A) Various types of responses to as relative clauses reported in
previous studies, particularly in Hamburger and Crain (forthcoming), were also
found in our experiment. However, our results differ from Hamburger and
Crain's in the following way: They have found that there are developmental
stages with respect to the comprehension of relative clauses. The
predominant pattern of the 3-year olds was to act out the matrix clause
first and then the relative clause. The predominant pattern of the 4-
year aIds was to act out the relative clause first and then the matrix
clause. The predominant pattern of the 5-year oids was to act out only
the matrix clause (on the basis of the children's knowledge that relative
clause carries presupposition). Our results did not show this developmental
sequence. Rather, they show that there were a great many individual
differences amOi.lg the subjects. {.1e do not have a good account nf the
source of this difference. The one thing that might deserve mention here
is that the number of subjects in Hamburger and Crain's study was
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relatively small (i.e., 18). The d~velopmental sequence among their
subjects might simply be true within this limited populatioll. Whatever
the reason may be, the data that Hamburger and Crain have obtained are
worth examining carefully. In our experiment, thei.r developmental
stages did not show up.
(8) the subjects performed substantially better for the simple
(OS) relative clauses than for the complex ones. This resulL is in
conformity with Goodluck and Tavakolian's (1979) result.
(C) Our results show that the child's performance in the repetition
task was better than his perfortlldcne 1n the toy-moving task. 'fhe
combination of the child's performance in the repetition and t~y-mov1ng
tasks seems to provide us with more reliable data concerning his
knowledge of relative clauses.
(0) There were nine sllbjects (Subject 11114, 10. 12, 13, 17, 21, 35,
38, and 39) who repealed the sentences containing relative clauses as
conjoined clauses as in the follo~1ng manner:
(4.25) Given Sentence: John is painting a dog that is eating lunch
with a fork.
R~~eated as: John is painting a dog and it 1s eating lunch
with a fork.
Notl~e that the subject that these children have supplied for ~he
seconJ clause was it (referring to a dCJg that is the object of l.ne first
clause). This is different from what Tavakolian's (1977, 1981; see also
the Appendix A to this cha, !r) Conjoined-Clause Analysis would predict.
See the following which we ha~e borrowed from Tavukoliali (1981:171):
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(4.26) a. Conjoined-Clause Schema
[5 [5 NP - V - NP] [5 ~ - Vt J
b. OS Relative Clauses
NP ]]
ls[s NP - V - NP] that [s A - V
t -------_J NP ]1
If the above analysis had been made, the childlen would have repeated the
sentence as John is painting a dog and ha (-John) is eating lunch with a
fork.
As far as we can see, there are two possible accounts for the
chi'.dren's repetition of this type. First t they knew relative claus~s,
and comprehended the given sentence correctly, but the given syntactic
form (i.e., relative clause) had already been forgotten when they
attempted to repeat. And so, they exptessed the meaning of the given
sentence in an alternative syntactic form. Second, they attempted the
Conjoined-Clause Analysis, but since the information from the picture
did not match the information they obtained from the Conjoined-Clause
Analysis (i.e., it 1s not John who is eating lunch with a fork), he
switched the subject of the second clause to the dog. It could well be
that some subjects reached the (4.25) type of response by the first
alternative, and others by the second.
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4.3 Other Rel~ted Experiments
In this section, we report informally some of the other related
experiments we conducted in the course of this study.
4.3.1 Experiment A
This experiment was conducted before Experiment 1 chronologically,
and served in a sense as a pilot experiment. TIle design of this
experiment is almost the same as Experimellt 1.
(A) There were two parts: the Syntax Test and the SC Test
(B) The Syntax Test tested the subjects' knowledge of the
structures that are relev~nt to the SC. The task was toy-moving. There
w~re six sentences containing relative clauses: two sent~nces containing
slmple OS relative clauses (i.e., the verb in the relative clause was
intransitive); two sentences containing complex OS celative clauses (i.e.,
the verb in the relative clause was transitive); and two sentences
containing 00 relative clauses,
(C) The SC Test tested whether the subject honored the SC. The task
was the same as the SC Test 1n Experiment 1, except for the point that will
be mentioned 1n (a) below.
(0) The logic of the experiment it' the same as the other experiments
reported in this dissertation. The hypothesis to be tested 1s:
(H) As soon as the child masters a structure that 1s relevant
to the se, he honors the SC with respect to that structure.
(H) makes the following prediction about our Jata:
(P) Those who pass the Syntax 'fest will also pasa the Be Teat.
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The following should also be true:
(Q) Those who fa11 the Syntax Test will also fail the SC Test.
The following points are different from Experiment 1:
(a) There was no listening session 1n the SC Test.
(b) The five structural types that we list below were included in
the test items in the SC Test.
(1) *wh [5 ••• [NP ••. !]] (! is the trace left behind by wh.)
E.g., *What color ribbon 1s John looking at a cat with?
( i i ) ~l!. [S ••• (5' [S ••• (NP ••• t J)]]
E.g_, *What color ribbon does Susan think John is looking
at a cat with?
(NP ••• [NP ••• ! J)]
E.g., *What color ribbon 1s John drawing a picture of a cat
with?
(iv) *wh (S ••• (NP •• ~ [5' [S ••• ! ]]]] (aS Relative Clause)
E.g., What color straw is John drawing a monkey that is
drinking milk with?
... ! ]]J] (00 Relative Clause)
E.g., *What color stick is John catching a rat that Susan 1s
hitting with?
(c) Each subject received all the stories in the se Test either in
the 51-order (i.e., the order in which the correct target NP is in the first
sentence of the story) or in the 52-order (i,e., the order in which the
correct target NP is in the second sentence of the story) across the board.
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(d) The crucial structure for (1) to (11i) in (b) above is
[NP ••• PP). The Syntax Test for this structure was the following:
(4.27) John saw a dog with a long nose.
Tell me what John saw.
If the subject answered a dog with a long nose, we took it as demonstrating
the knowledge of [NP ••• PP).
(e) Two sentences containing 00 relative clauses were included in
the Syntax Test. See (B) above.
(f) There was no repetition task 1n the Syntax Test.
Subjects
The subjects were 7'l' c:hildlen ranging 1n age from 3 to 10 years.
Twenty-fou~ adults were also tested. See 3.2 for details.
Stories and Pictures
Table 4-14 lists all, the stories used 1n the SC Test, and Figures
4-11 - 4-20 are the pictures that accompanied the stories.
TABLE 4-14
FIGURES 4-11 - 4-20
Some of the sentences in the stories are potentially ambiguous (e.g.,
Bill 1s pointing at a girl with flowers.), but they were disambiguated b>
the information from the accompanying pictures in the test situation.
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STORY SET A
1. Bill 1s pointing at a girl with flowers.
He is pointing at a girl with his finger.
What 1s Bill pointing at a girl with?
2. Mary heard that Jim was hitting a rat with a long tail.
She heard that he was hitting a rat with a big stick.
What did Mary hear that Jim was hitting a rat with?
3. James is painting a picture of a boy with a book.
He is painting a picture of a boy with a brush.
What 1s James painting a picture of a boy with?
4. A monkey 1s drinking milk with a straw.
Jane is drawing the monkey with a crayon.
What is Jane draw:J.ng a monkey that is drinking milk with?
5. An elephant is squirting a wolf with his trunk.
Dick is patting the wolf with his hand.
What is Dick patting a wolf that an elephallt is squirting wichtl
STORY SET B
1. John is bandanging a cat with a broken leg.
He is bandaging a cat with a handkerchief.
What is John bandaging a cat with?
2. Ned said that Ellen was stopping a boy with a red T-shirt.
He said that she was stopping a boy with a broom.
What did Ned say that Ellen was stopping a boy with?
3. Jill is writing a book about a dog with a long tail.
She is writing a book about a dog with a green pencil.
What is Jill writing a book about a dog with?
4. A cat is climbing a tree with a ladder.
Christopher 1s catching the cat with a net.
What is Christopher catching a cat that is climbing a tree with'l
5. A pony 1s pushing a giraffe with his head.
Carol 1s drawing the giraffe with a pencil.
What 1s Carol drawing a giraf fa that a pony 1s pushing wi, th'f
[Each subject received all these ten storle~.]
TABLE 4-14
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FIGURE 4-11
FIGURE 4-12
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FIGURE 4-13
FIGURE 4-14
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FIGURE 4-15
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FIGURE 4-16
FIGURE 4-17
9S
FIGURE 4-18
FIGURE 4-19
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FIGURE 4~20
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Results
Let us first consider the criteria for passing the tests. As for
the non-relative clause cases (i.e., types (1)-(111», the criterion for
passing the Syntax Test is obvious, since there was only une test item.
For all other C8ses, i.e., the relative clause Syntax Test (6 test items),
the non-relative clause SC Test (6 test items), and the relative clause
SC Test (4 test items), the criteria for passing are not self-evident.
Notice that we do not know the probability of passing Aach test item by
guessing. Even in the SC Test where there were two crucial NPs given in
each,story, the subject could pick up almost anything as the answer to the
question that follows. In fact, there were subjects who answered in the
fdllowing manner:
(4.28) Dick is patting a wolf with his hand.
An elephant is squirting the wolf with his trunk.
Question: What is Dick patting a wolf that an elephant
is squirting with?
Answer: Water.
Thus, the binomial distribution table does not suggest itself as an
appropriate tool in these cases. We therefore decided to use the second
most stringent criterion. Namely, we allow the subject to make one,
and only one, mistake for passing. The most stringent one, of
course, is to allow no mistakes. However, since our task requires
a great deal of attention 011 the part of the subject, and since the
(crucial) subjects are children under ten whose attention span i.8 more
constrained than adults', it seems reasonable to use the second most
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stringent crite~ion~
It is necessary to comment further on the criterion for passing the
SC Test for the non-relative clause cases, Look at Table 4-15 which shows
the correct ~esponse p~rcentage for each item in the SC Test.
TABLE 4-15
As the table shows) child~en did very poorly in the two stories in the
Story Set A among the non-relative clause cases.
(4.29) Bill is pointing at a girl with flowers,
He is poinging at ~ girl with his finger,
--~~at is Bill pointing at a girl with?
(4.30) James is pqinting a picture vf a boy with a book.
He is painting a picture of a boy with a brush.
--What is James painting a plcture of a boy with'!
Some possible explanation,s for the chLldren's poor performance in
these two c~ses suggest themselves~ Fi~st, the first sentence in (4~19) is
potentially ambiguous, i.e't between (4_31a) and (4,3l~).
(4.31) a. Bill [
vp ls pointing at [Npa girl [ppWith flowers]]]
b. Bill [Vpis pointing at [Npa girL][ppwith flowers)]
In (4~ 29) J (4~ 3La) is the intended structura, and the picture that
accompanies the story will tell the subj~ct tllat it is SOli However, s1.nc.e
~he sentence itsdlE is potentially dmciguous, the ambiguity might have
q.ffectad the subjects' performance, However, this account does not apply
0'\
0'\
Story Al B1 Al BZ AJ B3 1\4 B4 1\5 65
Age
1 .5 .75 1.0 1.0 « 75 .75 .13 .63 0 .75
4 1.0 .88 1.0 l.O .63 .75 .5 .s 0 .5
5 .-87 1.0 ,,75 1.0 .75 1.0 .. 5 .. R8 .25 .~8
6 .5 1.0 .75 • 75 .75 .75 .63 .88 • 18 .63
(Bostor~)
6' .63 1.0 """E:. .75 .75 .75 .63 .88 .. 18 .75.rJ
(MY)
7 ~5 .B8 .5 .75 .5 1.0 .88 1.0 .. lR ''-~r...;
8 .. 5 1.0 .63 .75 .5 .75 .75 1.0 ~5 t-BH
9 .5 .88 .63 .5 .63 .5 .75 .88 .38 .63
10 .38 .75 .38 .63 .4 .63 .7: .88 .5 _75
Total .6 .9 .71 ., 79 .61 .76 .61 .8) .31 7'"., 4-
~rABLE 4-15
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to (4.30). Although the first sentence and the second sentence as well
could be ambiguous, there is a strong pragmatic disambiguating f~c~or
toward the intended readings.
The second possibility 1s that the children's poor performance had
something to do with the fact that the possessive relationship e'xpressed
1n the first sen~ences in (4.29) and (4.30) is "alienable,tI However,
the subject did well with the following case in which the first sentence
~~so contains the alienable possession.
<4,32) Ned said tna~ Ellen was stopping a boy \11th a red T-shirt.
He said that she was stopping r" boy with a broom.
--What d~d Ned :-iay that Ellen was stopping a boy with?
Notice that the bo)' in the picture that was shown to the sub.ieee along
with (4.32) (i.e., Figure 4-17) is wearing a red T-shirt, and the T-shirt
looks like a part of hi~ body~ Beca\~5c. of ChlS, the ~ubject might have
taken the pos~essive relationships expressed in the first sent~nce of
",(4,32) as inalienable. See Gueron (1978) for a relevant discussioo_
Anotner possibility was suggested by Ken Hale (personal communication).
He observed that the relative information content of the correct answer is
very small in (4.29) and (~t30). Thus. poople usually peint a~ s0mething
with their finger, and people usually paint somethi.n~ wt.ch a brush.
Compare these cases with (4,32), in which ~h~ ~otrect answer t~ th~
•~tjestion, l.e" '.-1it~ a braofn, Q3rrius muc.h more information. :{)err:rore,
if the child has al(eady established a conversational convention to the
effect that cne one who asks a question is expecting to obtdi~ informacion
from the answer, atld if this convention overrides the SC I then he would
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answer w~th flowers and with a book in (4.29) and (4.30), respectively,
which carry more information content~
Notice also that the cnil~ren's performance on (4.29) and (4.30) was
worse between 7 and 10 years of age. If this is true, it 1s an interesting
research topi~, although it is beyond the scope of this study.
Because of the peculiarity of these two cases, i~e~ J (4,29) and (4.30),
we decided not to include them in our analysis. Therefore, there are four
stories for the non-relative clause cases, and in accordance with the
s~cond most stringent criterion for passing th~t we mentioned above, the
criterion for passing is getting three out of the remaining four stories
correct.
The follow\ng two t~bles show the degree of association between
success in the Syntax Test and success in the SC 'rest.
TABLES 4-16 and 4-17
The association in Table 4-16 is statistically significant at thd ,05 level
?
<X-=6.42, Idf) with Yaces' correcti~n fot continuity. The association in
2Table 4-17 is also st~cistically significant at the .05 level (X ::;5.84~
idf) wich Yates' cortection for continuity.
Discussion
Table 4-16 shows that most of the subjects (62 O\.lt of 72) p~8st)d hoth
the S~tnt:ax and SC Tests, This suggests the need for lowering the a~e
range of the subject in order to include subjects who would faLl tha
Syntax Test, Hypothesis (H) preQicts that they would also fail the SC
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P F
62 0 62
I
1
~
I
j
I
F 8 2 10
70 2 72
p
~ Synt,uc; Test
SC Test
'rA.BLE 4-16: Non-Relat ive Clause Cases
P F
p 30 7 37
F 18 17 35
48 \) , "'" ')~.:.+ ,-
'" Syota~ Teat
SC Test
TABLE 4-!i: Relative Clause Cases
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Test~ However~ this is technically difficult, because ~verage two-year
olds cannot perform the present tasks in a consistent manner.
HOl-"ever, the fact that most of the subjects who passed the Synta~
Test also passed the sa Test (62 cut of 70) js~ we think, slgniflcant~
Recall at this point the following argument put forth by Chomsky in a
number of his writings: When W~ find a principle of grammar that could
hardly be the results of "learn1p,g ," ic is reasonable to assume that it
is innate. Now) we have gone down to the (English) grammar of three-
year alds", If our results are correct, and the relevant portion of the
SC is in the head of three-year aids, there is every reason to believe
that it is innate.
As for the relqtive clause cases. although Table 4~17 turned out to
be statistically significant, there was a problem, The problem is that
20 out of 30 subjects who pa,ssed both the Synta~ and SC Te~ts rece i,ved
the stories in the 52-order, ~nd therefore the correct target NPs were in
the second sentences of the stories, On the other hand, 14 ou,t of 18 who
passed the Syntax Tese but failed the SC Test received the storias in the
Sl-order, and therefo(e the correct target NPs were in the first sent~nces
of the stories. This would suggest that the subjects' performance in the
SC Test in this experiment was strongl~ affected by the order of ~he
sentences within a story. Some performance variable(s)--possibly memory--
should-be responsible for this result~
It must be pointed out that the perrormance variable(s) in que~tlon
co~es into play only when the task exceeds the subjects' processing
cap~city~ ~ote that in the non-relative clause cases 62 subjects passed
poth the Syntax and SC Tests although half of the subjects were glven
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the sto~ies in the Sl-order.
Experi~ent 1, which is reported in 4~2, was designed to solve this
problem.
4~3.2 Ex~eriment B
This experiment was designed to test children's knowledge of a
subpart of the Subjacency Condition (SC) using an experimental task that
is different from the one adopted in Expel7 iments 1 and A.
This experLment consist~ vf two pares: (i) Reaction Times (RT) Test.
and (ii) Syntax Test. For the latter, we will use the same data we used
in E~~erimeIlt A, The RT Test was intended to test the subjects' knowledge
of the SC ..
The logic of this e~periment is the same as in the other experiments
in tn~n study, To repeat b~tefly, tne hypothesis to ~e testeQ is:
(H) ~s soon as c:he child masters a structure that is relevant
~o the SC, he honors the SC with respect to that structure~
(H) makes the following prediction about our data:
(P) Tho~e who pass the Syntax Test will also pas~ the R'f Test f'
The folLowing must also be true:
(Q) Those who fail the Syntax test ,,,,111 also fail the RT Test II
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Subjects
The subjects were 72 children ranging from 3 to 10 years of age.
Twenty-four adults were also testad~ See 3~2 for datails. Each s~bjec~
was tested individually iQ a quiet room at his school.
Procedure and MateriaLs
(1) RT Test: At t~e beginning of c~e session, che experimenter
told the following to the subject;
Now I'm going to show you some pictures. I'll then ask
you a question about each of them. Please answer the
questions as quickly as you can, but the answer must be
accurate. OK?
The subject wa,s then sh.own che first picture. Figures 4-21 ~ 4-24 show
t~e pictures use~ in this task~
FIGURES 4-21 - 4-24
The experimenter also described each picture, Let us take Figure 4-21 tor
e;<~mple,
(J;>ointing t.o the gLrl) This is Jane. (Pointing to the cat)
This is a cat. Jane is looking at the cat, and che Qat is
looking at Jane. (Pointing to Jane's binoculars) Do you
know what they are? Do you know what color they are?
(Pointing to the cat's binoculars) \·fuat are they? Do you know
what color they are? Jane and the cat are botla wearing ribbons.
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FIGURE 4-21
(brown )
FIGURE 4-2Z
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FICLfRtr 4-2 3
(blue)
FICt:RE 4-44
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(Pointing to Jane's ribbon) What: ~olor is it? (Pointing
to the eat's ribbon) What color is ~t?
After describing the picture in this way. the experimenter asked a
questioQ about the picture. There were four questions corresponding to
the four pictures shown in Figures 4-21 - 4-24~4 The four questions had
the following structures,
*What color ribbon is Ja~e looking at a cat with?
b. wh [s ,~. [S (S ~.. (NP ..,. 1 £1]]
What color binoculars is Kate looking at a c~t with?
*What color hat is Bill drawing a picture of an artist
with?
b. wh (s ,.. (S [S •• , [NP ••• lNP ••• )] £. I) I
\~at color crayon do you think Jack is drawing a pi~ture
of an artis~ with?
As indicated, there were two pair of questions~ Both members of each pair
were grammati.cal apart from tha SC~ For th~ grammatical structure in each
pair, i,e' 1 (4~33b) and (4.)4b), an extra sentence embedding, i,e" do you
think, was added in o~der to make the number of embeddings equal in each
pair~
The logic of the Rf Test is as follows. In general. there are at
least the following th~ee processes involved in answering a qu~stion: (I)
the p~ocess fo~ parsi~g the question (Parsing Process); (II) the process
tor searching for the answer (Searching P~ocess); and ([Ir) the process
for producing ch~ answer (ProQuction Process). The first two processes?
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particularly the first, are crucial here. We assume that (III) is
essentially the same in ans~ering either grammatical or ungrammatical
questions. Whetl the subject nears a question, the first job is to assign
a proper structural desc~iption to the input sentence. 5 There will be
no problem for parsing a grammatical questi.on unless the question is
difficult to parse fot extra-grammatical reasons. Howevdr, when the
question is ~ngrarunaticalt tIle followi.ng is likely to take place, The
parsing mech~nisms will tell the subject that they cannot qssign a
graIDIllatical structure on the input str:ff'~, If this happens. there are
several possibilities to follow. First, the subject mignt adjusl: the
ungrammatical input to become grammatiqal by changing part uf 1t, a.g. ~
by deleting. Let us call this Adjustment~ After the Adjustment is done~
the subject will go through the parsing processes from the beginning_
Second, the subject might make a compromise, i~ he cau, l,e., assign ~n
ungrammatical structure to the input, knowing that ie is actually
ungrammatical, and go on to the searching processes. Lee us call this
Compromise. Third, the subject might mention that the question is
ungrammatical, e.g., "That's weird," "That does not make sense," etc.
~otice that this requires meta-linguistic awareness on the part of the
subject.. Let us call this (meta-linguistic) CommentEJ Il Fourth, the
5ubjec~ might have his own way of making the question grammaticql. and
adopt it. Le~ us call this Alternq.~~
When the Comnencs option takes place. we can straight[otWd~Jly
conclude that ~he subject knows the ungrammaticallcy of the question~
When the Alternative happens, we can infer that the subject knows the
ungrammaticalicy of the question from the way he answers~ For example,
shQwt\ Figure 4-21" artd gitlen the question What color t:ibbon is Jane tookio,a
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at a cat with? , t.he subje.:t might attach~ to thE: VP or the top-S
(see the Appendix: A to this chapter) and pick up the color of the ribbon
that Jane is wearing, which did in fact happen, When the other options
were selected. we can infer whather the subject knows the ungrammaticality
of the question by comparing the reactioQ times of that question with the
reaction times of its grammatical counterpart~ The idea is chat beca~se
of the Adjustment or Compromise process. it tak.es more time t.o reply
ungrammatical questions chan to reply their grammatical count~rparts"
On the other han~, if the subject does not know the ungrammatical
nature of the question, he will naturally tr~at it as gramrnat ieal, a~ld
none of the four extra processes mentioned above will take placa,
Recall that an extra sentence embeddlog was added to the grammaticAl
'1'J,p stion in each pair in (4.33) and (4.34). By making the number of
embeddings equal, we can eliminate the possibility of attributing the
longer reaction times of ungrammatical questions to the extra embedding
in them.
The reactiou times were ~easured strictly from the point where
the e:xperiment;er fin.lshed the question to the point where the subJ~ct
started to answering. The session was audio-recorded. and the reaction
times were measured w1th a stopwatch by two tasters~ Wh~n the relative
measurement of the reac~ion times differed between the cwo t~$ters. a
third tester measured the reaction times, and made the decisi0n.
(~I) Syntax Test: We will us~ the same data we used in Experiment
A. The task was as Eollows~ The subject was given the following problem;
(4.35) John saw a Qog with a long nose. Tell me what John saw~
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If the subject answered a dug with a long nose_ we took it as demonstrating
knowledge of the structure [NP PP}.
Results
(I) RT Test; The results are given in Table 4-18.
TABLE 4-18
There were five response types. First, it took more time to answer au
ungrauunatical question than to answer its grammatical counterpart.
Second" the subject picked up a '-wrong" answer possibly by the Alternat1.ve
process. For example) given (4~33a), some subjects answered the color of
Jane's r"ibbon. Third, the subj~ct menti()t.led in some tLl.:3hion that the
question was ungrauunatical" The typical ways were by saying "That's wierd,"
and "Tha~ doesn't make sense." When thi::i happened, the experim~nter asked
the explanation after the entire session. You will find some of their
comments in Table 4-19.
TABLE 4-19
These three types are considered to show that the subject knew the
ungrammatical nature of one D,~mber in (4,31) and (4.34). These are coded
in Table 4-18 as L. 2, and 3. respectively, Fourth. it took more time
or as much time to answer grammatical questions than to answer their
ungrammatical counterpa~ts. This is taken as shuwing that the subject did
not kno~ the ungrammaticalicy of one member in (4433) and (4~34).
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Subjec.t Age Pair Pair Subject Age Pair Pair
No. (Months) 1 2 No. (Months) 1 2
1 36 4 4 41 85 2 0
2 38 4 4 42 86 1 1
3 40 2 2 43 87 4 2
4 44 2 2 44 87 1 0
5 44 2 0 45 89 2 2
6 46 2 0 46 90 1 1
7 46 1 1 47 90 1 0
8 47 4 1 48 93 3 1
9 52 2 2 49 96 0 1
10 S5 2 1 50 101 0 0
11 56 0 0 51 101 2 2
12 57 2 1 52 101 1 1
13 57 0 2 53 102 1 2
l.4 58 4 2 54 102 3 3
15 58 4 1 55 105 0 4
16 59 2 0 56 107 3 3
17 63 2 2 57 109 1 2
18 63 2 1 58 110 2 0
19 65 1 0 59 113 2 0
20 66 2 2 60 114 3 2
21 66 2 2 61 117 4 0
22 68 2 0 62 117 4 1
23 70 2 0 03 118 2 2
24 70 1 1 64 119 4 0
2S 75 1 0 65 120 4 0
26 76 1 1 66 120 0 2
27 76 2 2 67 122 2 1
28 76 2 2 68 123 4 4
29 78 2 2 69 124 2 1
30 78 2 2 70 127 2 2
31 78 2 1 71 127 0 1
32 82 0 ') 72 131 2 1
-
33 72 4 0
34 74 2 1
35 76 3 0
36 76 2 1
37 77 2 2
38 77 4 1
39 77 2 2
40 79 0 0
T~BLE; (.-18: 1, The significance of the numbers herein ls ~xplained
in 4.3.2.
2, Subjects 1-32 were tested in the greater Boston area,
an~ Subjects 33-72 w.~re tested un r.tartha' s Vlneyard"
3. for Pair 1, see (4,))). For Pair 2, see (4.34).
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CASE 1: Subject 1135: She was stlOwn Figure 4-2l, and asked What
color ribbon is Jane looking at a cat with? The following
are the comments she made.
Experimenter:
Subject:
Exper imenter :
Subject:
Experimenter:
Subject:
What color ribbon is Jane looking at a cat with?
Does that seem like a funny questioQ at all?
Yeah. Kind of weird~
Why 7
Because it duesn't really make sense to me.
CASE 2: Subject U42: She was shown Figure 4-22) and asked ~lat
color ribbon is Jane looking at a cat with?
Experimenter~
Subject:
Experimenter:
Subject:
Experimenter~
Subject:
What aolor ribbon is Jane looking at a cat with?
Red, Wait ••• ~ OK~ I think it's pink.
Does che quest;i.on sound weird?
Yeah~ because I think you said that she was looking
at the cat'd ribbon, and what color was it_
Is it a hard question?
Yeah. Kir~d of ..
CASE 3: Subject (/48: She ·....as shown Figure 4-21. and asked What
color ribbon is Jane looking at a cat with?
Experimenter:
Subject:
Experimenter:
Subject:
Experimenter:
Subject:
mlat color ribbon is Jane looking at a cat with?
Pink. No, r mean .... Ribbon?
What color ribbon is Jane looking at a cat with7
Red?
Do you think that's a funny question?
Yeah. You can't look thro~gh a ribbon.
CASE 4: Subject #54; He was shown Fig~re 4~22, and asked ~\qt
color ribbon is Jane looking at a cat with?
f;J(perimenter:
Subject:
E:xperimenter:
Subject:
Experimenter;
Subject:
What c010r ribbon is Jane looking at ~,'. cat wi.th?
What color RIBBON! t
Does that seem like a strange question?
Yeah_
Why does it sound strange to say What qalar ribbon
is Jane leoking at a cat with?
Because you can't look at a cat with a ribbon.
(To be continued)
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CASE 5: Subject U56; She was shown Figure 4-23, and asked What
color hat is B111 drawing a picture of an artist with?
Experimenter: What color hat is Bill drawing a pJct\lre of an
artist with?
Subject: That's weird~ It·s like he drawing a picture of
an artist with a hat~ He's drawing a picture with
a hat ..
CASE 6: Subject 1160: She was shown Figure 4-21, and asked What
color ribbon is Jane looking at a cat with?
Experimenter:
Subject:
Experimenter:
Subject:
What color ribbon is Jane looking at a cat with?
What color RIBBO~? ~' ~ What color ribbon? , ••
Dh t red ~ •• " I don't know. ~.. God. ..,. We i rd .
Does the question sound funny?
Well, she is not using a ribbon to look at~ You
said it was binocular. Doesn't make sense.
TABLE 4-19
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This 1s coded as 0 in T~ble 4-18. Fifth) the subjecc picked up a wrong
answer to a grammatical question. This is cod~d as 4 in Table 4-18,
Table 4-20 shows the distribution of these response types~
TABLE 4-20
(II) Syntax Te~t; 70 out of 72 subjects passed the Synt.ax Test.
(The subjects who failed were Subject ##1 and 2~)
(III) Correlation; As pointed out in the previous section, all
of our subjects, except two (Subjects "Hl and 2), knew th~ structure
[NP ~., PPJ~ Therefore, it is not possible to test whether our hypothesis
(H) has been borne out by making a 2x2 contingency table as ~e did for
E~periment 1.
However, the results from this experiment suggests that even 3-year-
aids have an awareness of the ungrammatical n~ture of the questions such
as what color ribbon is Jane looking at a cat with?* Again we can use the
following argument of Chomsky's: When we find a principle imposed on
(~dult) gra~r that could hardly be the resulcs of "learning J" it is
reasonab~e to assume that it is innate. Now we have gone down to the
(English) grammar of 3-year-olds. If our results qre correct, and the
relevant portion of the SC is in the head of 3-year-olds, there is every
~eason to belteve that it is innace*
Type
Age 0 1 2 3 4 Total
3 2 3 6 0 5 16
4 4 3 7 0 2 16
5 3 4 9 0 0 16
6 (Boston) 2 4 10 0 0 16
6' (~lV) 4 3 6 1 2 lG
7 3 7 4 1 1 16
8 4 4 3 4 1 16
9 4 2 6 1 3 l6
10 3 4 b 0 3 16
Total 29 34 57 , 17 144f
TA.BLE 4-20
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Appendix A Development of Complex Structures in Children: A Survey ot
Recent Research and Our Theory
In this Appendix A, we summari~e important recent research on the
develop~ent of complex structures in children with spectal emphasis on
those that are relevant to the discussion in the text of this chapter~
See also Bowerman (1979) for a compact review. In the end of this
Appendix. woe summarize the major findings of these studies, ar.d prasent
a theory that explains them.
4.A.l Menyuk (1969) and LLmber (1973)
Menyuk (1969) and Limber (1973,. are among the few who recognized the
Unportance of studying the development of complex structures in children
in the eatly years of developmental psycholinguist~cs.
Menyuk (1969), on the basis of her analysis of sentences producea by
children from ages 2 to 7 years, remarks as follows:
The 87 per cent of cnildren using the Relative Clause
construction qre using the type I construction [i.e .• (elative
clauses attached to the matrix object--YO]* Few of the
children in the nursery school population are using the type
II construction [i,ep, relative clauses attached to the matrix
subject--YO] (six chlldren), significantly more in the
kindergarten group are using this type (eighteen childLen).
and all of the children using Relative Clause construction in
f:lrst grade are using both types (forty-six children). Only
46 per cent of the children in the total population are using
the second type of construction and 66 peL cent oe these are
in the first grade t (Menyuk 1969;95)
Limber (1,973) has made the followilgrc:mQ~ks~ based on his data that
came from children between the ages of 1;6 and 3;0 who participated in
a longitudinal study:
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The general trend in the development of ~he clear relative.:'
seems to be as follows: first on the abstract adverbial nouns,
place and way (but not time); next on various empty noun heads,
e~g~, thing, one~ kind; and finally on common nouns like ball
or cheese. These latter forms in fact are quite rare up to 3~
Compared with comp~ement constructions, use of relative clauses
is very infrequent. Furthermore there is a curious gap in the
relative clause distribution: There are no subject relatives
or any relative clauses attached to subject NPs.• ~ .. One more
thing deserves mention. Although I have referred to relative
clauses as wh-constructions, in fact no wh-morphemes were
observed up~ 3~ The order of embedding-morpheme is 0, then
t:,.!!_ (Limber 1~73:181)
As for the ucurious gap" he has mentioned in the above quotation, Limber
says as follows:
These observations [(1) that the vast majority of the subject
~s in simplex sentences that the children produced are
personal pronouns or names, and (ii) object NPs, in contrast,
play the entire range of the child's vocabulary and simple
syntactic combinations--YO], taken together with the
~sswmption that complex sentence~ will be formed from the
child's repertoire of simple sentences, clearly suggest that
pragmatic factors alone may suff1.ce to explain the lack of
relatives involving subject NPs. There is simply no
opportunity for a relative clause in environments ~here ~he
NP is typically a name or pronoun-~hen~e no relatives on
5ubje~t NPs~ Similarly one does not expect to see many
subject rela~ives on object NPs when reLative clause fonnatlon
requires that the matrix and constituent NP be coreferencial
but not a name or pronoun, (Limber 1973;184)
4.A.2 Sheldon (1972, 1974)
Sheldon ~s one of the first who recognized the importance of
controlling both the grammatical function of the head noun of a relative
clause in the matrix clause and that of the relative pronoun in the
6
reLative clquse,
be considered:
Thus, the following four types of telativa clauses will
(A.l) 55: The boy who kissed che girl met the man~
(A.2) so; The boy who the girl kissed met the man.
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(A.3) as: The man met the boy who kissed the girl.
(A.4) 00: The man met the boy who the girl kissed,
"SS," for example) indicates that the grammatical function of the heaa
noun of the relative clause in the matrix clause. i. e., the_~ 1.0 (At! 1) ,
is ~he ~ubject) and that the grammatical function of the relative pronoun
in ~he relative clause 1s also the ~ubject. Other three types should be
understood in a 5i~ilar fashion. Sheldon has used the toy-moving task for
children between 3;8 and 5;5~ As a result, the order of difficulty ~urned
out to be 55, 00, as, and so, in the order of increasing difficulty. Based
on this result, Sheldon has proposed a Parallel Function Hypothesis, which
stipulates that the relative clause types in which the gramm~tical funGtions
of the head noun in the mat(i~ clause and of the relative pronoun in the
relative clause match, i.e., 55 and 00, are easier than oLher types in
which those two grammatical functions do not matco, i.e", os and so. See
also Ferreiro et al~ (1976) for (elated data and discussion.
Tavakolian (1977, 198~)
Tavakolian (1977, 1981) has tested 24 children between 3 and 5 ye~rs
of agel! The task was toy-movingw She has obtained the essentlally the
same pattern of relative easiness among the four types of relative clauses
as Sheldon. However, based on the detailed analysis of children's
mistakes~ Tava~olian has provided an account in terms of the Conjoined-
Clause Analysis, She says:
Consider a schematized string such as
(1) NP t •• V t. ~ NP .,. V ••• tW
wt.ere the ellipses indicate that material such as a relative
pronoun or a conjunction (but not a noun phrase or ~ verb)
may intervene between the noun phrase and the verb~ r
propose that a child's first hypothesis about the structure
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of such a string is that it consists of two conjoined
simplex sentences. The structure shown in (2) will be
assigned to string (1).
(2) [ ( NP - V - NP] [ A - V - NP]]
S S ~ S J
~.~ I p(opose th~t the child postulates this phonologically
null form [missing subject indicated by A ~ in the second
clause of (2)--YO] as the subject of the second clause and
interprets it as being coreferential with the subject of the
first clause, as shown by the arrow~ (Tavakolian 1981:168)
See also Menyuk (1968:96) for a similar claim~
The Conjoined-Clause Analysis would give the following St.r-llcture
(A.6) to the string (A.5) that actually contains ar, 55 relative clause,
and therefore provides the correct information concerning the grammatical
relations in (A,S):
(A.5) The sheep that jumps over the rabbi~ stanas on the lioQ.
(A.6) [S(stne sheep that jumps over the rabbitJ[gA stands on the
1) J
lion]]
Tavakolian has noted that when the Conjoined-Clause Analysis 1s applied to
the string that contaIns an OS relative clause, such as (A~7), it would
give structure (A.8) to 1l.
(A~7) The sheep jumps over the rabbit that stands on the 110n.
(A.B) [S(sthe sheep jumps over Lhe rabbit) that [5 Astands on the
t..-. I
1ion] 1
If this happen,s,. the c.hild will end up with an incorrect reading for (AIt7).
Namely~ he will take the sheep as the subjecL of stands on the lion, and
chat is exactly WhJit ~ny of her subjects did.
As compa~ed with SS and 00, chl1dren·s interpretation of SO and 00
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does not have more or less general error patterns~ TavakoliaQ argues
that this is because tne Conjoined-Clause Analysis cannot be ~pplied in
a straightforward way to the strings that contain these types of relative
clauses"
4.A.4 Roeper and Tavako~ian (1977), Roeper (l978b), and Solan and
Roeper (1978)
Roeper and Tavakolian (1977), Roeper (1978b). and Solan and Roeper
(1978) argue that the Conjoined-Clause Analysis is, at least for the OS
relative clauses, a subcase of a more general S~node Principle~ The
llrinciple says:
(A.9) New clauses are attached to the topmost S.
Thus, given (A.10), the principle would assign the structure (A'lll),
(A~lO) The man knows the boy chat sneezed«
the man knows the boy
s
that sneezed
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Assuming also the universality of the follow-tog C-command Condition, which
is very roughly formulated as follows:
(A.12) a. The antecedent of a relative clause must c-command
the relative clause~
b. A controller must c-co~nd the missing subject
position~
one must interpret the antecedent of the relative clause in (A. Ii) as
being the subject of the matrix clause, i"e., the.~, rather than the
matrix object, i.e~, the boy. TIlls interpretation correctly matches the
one that young children would give to the os relative clauses.
Roeper and his colleagues have devised an ingenious experiment, using
~entences with~ as the matrix verb 1 in o~der to demonstrate that
f~children interpret multiclausal sentences solely on the basis of the
synt~ctic st:ructure they as? :"gn" rather than "on the bas is of func t: ional
relations in the sentence aQd other general pa~sing strat~gies" (Solan and
Roeper 1978: 112). The task u~ed was toy-~movingll The following two
seQtence types are crucial~
(~13) The boy pushed the dog that kickeJ the horse,
(A.14) The boy put the dog that kicked the horse in the barn.
Given (A.13), young cnildren would give the ceading In which toe matrix
~ubjectJ ille" ~~t is Che antecedent of the relative clause" Let us
call this reaqing the subject read ing, The "structural" S-node Pr incip le,
along wien (A.12), pt~dicts this result by attaching the relative clause
~o the topmost S~ Let us now consider (A.14). If the child gives the
subject reao,ing to (A.13) through non-struc turaJ. analysis, such. as the
If
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Parallel Function Hyposthesis, h~ should be able to do the same for
(A.14), thereby getting the reading in which the matrix subject the boy
is the antecedent of the relative clause. However, if the child gets
the subject reading by the S-node Principle, we predict a different
result. Notice that the matrix verb ~ in (A.14) requires a locative
in its subcategorizat1on frame. Thus, (A.iS) Is ungrammatical, while
(A.16) is grammatical.
(A.15)*The disc jockey put the disc~
(A.16) The disc jockey put the disc on the turntable.
Assuming that the chil& knows this, he would assign the follow~ng partial
structure to (A~14):
in the barn
~pp
that kicked
the horse
the ~ogput
v
s
/\
~ w
/
the boy
-Now, let us consider where the cnild would attacn the squareq S in (A~l7)p
~.e~? th~ relative clause. In accordance with cne S-node Principle, he
~'
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would try attaching this S to the topmost S~ However, unlike the (~ase of
(A.13), he could not do this, because in order to do so he has to create
a syntactic structure that is not allowed by a universal principle~
Informally, the principle prohibits the crossing lines in a syntactic tree.
See (a.l8).
(A.18)
s
VP
/~
put
pp
in the bclrnthat kicked
the horse
the dog
NPv
NP
the boy
The~efore. in this case the child is forced to attach the relative claus~
to other node. Since the circled NP iL1 (~'.17) is the only possible
candidate) it is reasonable to expect that he would attach the relat~ve
clause to it in this case~ Otherwise, he might omit the relative clause
altogether ~n the toy-moving task. This prediction was borne out nicely.
Tne table on the next page shows this.
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Subject
Interpretation
Failure to Interpret
the Relative Clause
Sentences with put o 42
Sentences with push 6
TABLE A-I Number of each type of structural errors out of
600 responses (300 ~or the ~ sentences; 300
for the push sentences)
I
See Roeper (1980) for a slightly different interpretation of the same
results~
t Goodluck and Tavakolian (1979)
Goodluck and Tavakolian (1979) have obse~ved that, aS5uU\Lng the
availability of the C-command Condition (A.12) to the young child, (A.22)
as well as (A.21) would give the correct object relative reading to (~19).
(A.19) The lion kissed the duck that hits t.he pig.
(A~20)
-S
th~t hits the pigthe duck
s
'\
VP
/\
V NP
kisseuthe lionI
I
I
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NP
the 1ioq kisses the d\lCk that hits the pig
( A. 22)
NP -------- 5
that hits the pigthe duckk.issesthe lion
If the young child gets the subject reading by ass1gn~ng (A.20) to (,\'19),
~t does not seem too unreasonable to assume that the child at the next
l27
stage assigns (A.21) to' (A.19)~
In order to test ~hich of (A.21) and (A.22) the young child would
give to (A.19) to get th~ object relative reading, Goodluck and Tavakolian
have devised an e~per1ment that we will desc~ibe below. Before discussing
this experiment, however, we have to review Goodluck's (1978, 1981) study.
Goodluck reports that children aged 4 t~ 5 years inte~p~et the girl as the
subject of jump over in about 50% of their responses to sentences such as
(A.23)~
(A.23) ~e boy hits the girl after jumping over the fence~
Goodluck accounts for chis result by assuming that the child mis~nalyzed
the complemeut clause as ~ constituent of the matrix VP node. The
resulting structure looks l1.ke the following:
s
pp
after jumping
over the fence
the girl
VP
v
hitthe boy
Because of the C-comman~ Con4ition (A~12), the girl can be the subject of
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jump over in (A.24).
Goodluck has ingeniously shown that this is what has actually
happened by adding the following two sentences:
(A,25) The boy stands near the girl after jumping over the fence~
(A.26) The boy is hlt by the girl after jumping over the fence.
The result was that only 25% or less of the toeal responses was the one
that takes the girl as the subject of jump over, making a sharp constrast
wi~h the result about (A,24)~ Goodluck explains tl1is differeQce in the
following way. The child who attached the complement 1n (A~23) to VP,
thus giving (A.24) co (A.23), would reasonably attach the comp~ement in
(A,25) and (A.26) to VP, thus getting (A.27) and (A.28), respeQt1vely.
(A.27)
after jumping
over the fence
the girlnearstands
//
NP VP
/
V PP 1 ~P2
/\
r NP
the boy
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(A~28)
after jumping
over: the fence
the girlbyhitis
s
7~
AUX VP
/\
V PP1
/"'"p NP
6
the boy
NP
Notice that, i~ (A.27) and (A.28») the first branching node that dominates
the girl is PP1 , which does not dominate PP2' in which the subjec~ of
jump o~ is missing. Thus. assuming the C-command Condit ion (A.l2))
the girl cannot be the subject of jump ovet in ~hese cases.
Using the same logic, Goodluck anQ Tavakolian (1979) have conducted
an experiment with the following four types of sentences:
(A.29) a. The boy nits the girl after jumping over the fence.
(=A.23)
b. The boy is hit by the girl after jumping over the fence.
(;;;A.26)
(A~30) a~ The boy hits the girl that jumps over the fence.
b~ The boy is hit by the girl that jumps over the fence.
The pa~~ial structure of (A,30b) is as follows:
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(A.31)
S
I~
NP AUX ~
I~
v pp s
/ \
1)
I
the boy is hit by the girl that jumps over
the fence
The question is whether those who get the correct object
relative reading for (A,30a) get it by attaching the relative clause to
the object NP~ like adults do, or to VP. See (A~21) and (A.Z2). If the
child attaches the relati~e clause to NP, then it 1s reasonable to expect
him to do th.e same. for (A. 31), thus attaching the relative clause to the
circled NP in (A. 31). If this happens, then the girl can be the antecedent
of tbe relative clause by tl,e C-command Condition, However, if he attaches
the relative clause to VP for (A.30a), and does the same for (A-31), i~ell,
attaching S to the squared VP, then because of the C~cou~~nd Condition,
the girl cannot be the anteceden~ of the relative clause, since the first
branching node that dominates the girl in (At 31) is PP, which does not:
dominate the relative clause if it is attached to VP. Therefore, the
following prediction was made;
(11 f the child has recursion in the ~'P, the presence of a
pp nod~ in the mat~ix VP should not significantly lower ~he
proportion of correct responses the child gives for O~
relatives~ If the child's grammar does not allow reQursion
in the NP. we would expect fewer correct responses and a
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pattern of matrix subject responses similar Co that
observed for participial complements such as (~25] and
[A~26]. (Goodluck and Tavakolian 1979:10)
The task used was toy-moving. The subject;:; were 12 fo\~r ao,d 12 tive-
year aids. For sentences such as (A.29a), about 50% of the childreo·s
responses took the macriK object as the subject of ~~~ For
sentences such as (A.30a), about 60% took the matrix object as the subject
of jump over. The crucial finding was that "[1]0 the passive conditions
[such as (A.29b) and (~.30b)--YO] [Goodluck and TavakolLan] find a trend
towards corefe~ence between the matrix and subordina~e subjects only for
sentences with temporal complement (such as (A.29b)--YO)" (Goodluck and
Tavakolian 1979:14). Thus, they obtained results showing that their
subjects already had recursion in the NP~
In the other experiment reported in the same paper. Goodluc~ and
Tavakolian have conducted a toy-moving task with 10 four and 10 five-year
olds, using, among others) sentences which have an inanimate object in
ehe relative clause, such as (A.32), and an intransltiv~ verb In the
relative clause. such as (A.33),
(A,32) The dog kJ.,cks the horse that knocks over the table,
(A_33) l'he dog kicks thA horse that hops up and dowwffi.
They have obtained results showing a strong facilitating effect of an
inanimate object and an int~an~iitivc verb in the relative clause, They
argue, based on the results wit~\ which we are not concerned here, that
these results Cqn be best accounted for in terms of processing load
involved.
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4~A.6 Hsu_ Cairns, and Fiengo (1980)
Hsu et a1. (1980) have observed that Goodluck's VP attachment
theory (see (A~24» conflicts with Tavakolian's Conjoined-Clause
Analysis (see 4.A~l)" They have hypothesized that this apparent conflict
is due to their selection of narrow age ranges, and anticipated that
"selection of a wider range would reveal a progression in the d~velopment
of grammar types" (p.~)" They have tested 64 children (snging fro~ 3 to
8 years of age. :he task was toy-moving. In the test materials, they
have included, among oth~rs, sentence types such as the following:
(A,,:l4) The lion tells the bear to climb up the ladder.
(Tell + infinitival complement)
(A.35) The lion pushes the bear that is climbing up the ladder~
(OS relative clause)
(A.36) The lion pushes the beaJ:' after climbing up the ladaer.
(direct object + adverbial participial)
Ksu et al. have found that there are five grammar types, including
aoults', that appear in the course of language development concerning the
interpretacion of missing complement subject and antecedent of relat~ve
clauses.. The first three types are of greater importance for us, and
therefore deserve careful consideration.
The first type is termed the "subject oriented" type. The chlld with
this type of grammar takes the matrix subject as the con~roller of missIng
complemen~ subject and the antecedent of relative clauses~ Hsu et al~
argue that this is due to the Conjoined-Clause Analysis in the oense of
Tavako11a~ (1977, 1981).
The next grammar type is called the "object oriented," The child
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with this type of grammar consistently designates the matrix object as the
controller of missing co~plement subject and the antecedent of relative
clauses. Hsu et al~ argue that this is due to the VP attachment in the
sense at Goodluck (1978, 1981). Kowever, contrary to Goodluc~) they claim
that the C-command Condition may not operate from the beg~nning, and at
toe early stages '·an additional rule similar to Chomsky's (Carol Chomsky
(1969)--YO] mintmal distance principle was predicted to operate" (p.S).
The third type is call "mixed subject-object." Hsu et ale argue that
"[m]ixed subject-object grammars are characterized by variable attachment
of individual complet!leQts to either the S or the VP" (p,5)~ They further
argue that "the c-cotmnand constraint may become operational during this
scage or it may be fully established" (p.5).
The following is their partial results adopted from their Table 1.
Grammar TYEe Mean Age N
Subject Oriented 4,06 ?f'-O
Object Oriented 5,21 28
~liKeq Subject-
Oriented 5.70 10
TABLE A~2
4 .A. 7 Smith (1974a, b) and de Vl11iers) Flusber-g, Hakuta, aod Cohen
(1979)
Smith (1974a. b) and de Villiets et aI, (1979) argue for the ch11dran's
use of heurist~c strategies to account for the acquisition of relative
clauses. De Villiers et aI" for example 1 have tested 114 children
between 3 and 7 years of age, 11le task was toy-moving~ 'rhey olaim that
a strategy that parses an N-V-N string to agent-action-object plays an
important role. See Bever·s (1970:298) Strategy D. According to their
result3, the subjects did better for the OS reJative clauses ~han many
other 3tudies~ They account for this result in terms of the above strategy.
Thus, given a string (A,37), the strategy would give) they claim, the
interpretation given in (A.38)~
(A, 37) the kangaroo kissed the camel that shoved the elephant
(A.38) the kangaroo kissed the camel that shoved the elephant
N
agent
v
action
N
object
N
agent
V N
action object
It would be worth noting that although the subject reading was not
50 popula~ among the~r subjects as among Tavakolian's, it constituted
36% of the responses. As for why they got different results, we simply
do not have a good ans~er.
Ifegum (unpubll~hed)
Legum (unpublish2d) has used three different tasks 1n order to assess
young children's interpretation of relative clauses in whi~h first and
second grade children participated. The tasks were toy-moving, piccure-
choice, and sentence-quest~ons~ The first one is a familiar tuy-moving
tasK, about wh~ch we need no explanation. The second one is a task tn
which fOUT pictures are shown to the subject with a test sentence, one of
,
which d~picts the correct interpretation of the sentence~ The subj~ct is
a~ked to pic~ up the pi~tu~e which he thinks 1s the right one. The lqst
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task was the one in which the subject is given a sentence and then asked
questions about the grammatical relati.ons in the sentence. The following
table shows the results:
Task N 55 SO OS 00
Toy Movement 38 4~11 1.74 2.45 3.39
Picture Choice 49 3.65 2~31 2.57 2~43
Sentence- 48 1,31 1.96 2~38 1.88
Question
TABLE A-3 Mean Responses to the Three Tasks. The max1mu~
possible score :n each cell is 5.
As is clear from the table, "the $entence type that 1s the easiest on one
task may well be the hardest on another task" (Legum, unpublished;lB).
Based on these data, he concludes as follows:
The vast difference in response pattern across the three
relative clause tasks shoul~ make us reali~e that all
experimental dat~ needs to be treated cautiously and needs to
be crossvalidate~ by data f~om multiple sources gathered by
varying techniques. (Legum, unpublished:19)
Legum hi~~elf attempts to account for the child's better performance on SS
over the ohter types of relative clauses in the toy-moving task by the
following "bird-in-the~hand strategy. ,.
Durin~ toy movement tasks there is a tendency to keep the
first toy picked up (usually the first noun mentioned in the
sentence) in hand after using it to complete the first action
(almo~t always the first verb men~ioned) and to use it as the
agent of the second action, (Legum, unpublished:l)
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4.A~9 Hamburger and Crain (forthcoming) and Crain (1980)
Hamburger and Crain (forthcoming) and Crain (1980) raise several
Unportant questions about th~ previous research on the acquisition of
relative clauses. Some 'important points are the following:
(I) There has been little attention in the previous research to the
distinction between restrictive and non-restrictive relative clauses,
~US~ given sentence (A.39), there will be a lion, a tiger, and an elephqOc
present in front of the subject lf the task is toy-movl~g,
(A,39) The lion kissed the tiger that jumped over the elephant~
If there is oQly ~ tiget in front of the subject, he might well take the
relative clause in (A.39) as a non-restrictive relative claus~. This has
been pointed out independently by Katsuki (1980) ana Kurihata (1979).
(II) Previous research has paid no attentlon to the order of
pe~forming the two actions, i.e., the matrix action and the embedded
action~ Pointing out that a relative clause conveys presupposition rather
than assertion, Hamburger and CraLn claim that when the child discovers
these distinctions he might perform the relative clause act ton first, or
he might even omit the relative clause action since it is presuppo~ed and
thus should already hav~ taken place~ See also Ferreiro et ql. (1976:246).
(Ill) me present tense with nonprogressive aspect as in the
sentence the lion jumps over the tiger that kisses the. elephant , which
is used by Sheldon (l974) and Tavakolj,an (1977), "is normally used fo\
definitions and recurrent events, byt is unnatural, hence somewhat obscure,
in the situation of the experiment" (Hamburger and Crain, forthcoming:20)
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In their experime~t, which has involved eighteen subjects aged 3, 4,
and 5 years, Hamburger and Crain have tested the subjects' interpretation
of the OS relative clauses \Jsing toy-moving" Corresponding to the three
points they made above, tne fo~lowing three innovations were introduced:
(I') There C\re more than one object of the t.ype referred to by the
head of the relative clause. For example, three tigers in addition to one
lion and one elephant a.re present for (~39)"
(II') The order of ~he subjects' performing qctions was recorded
as well as their contents.
(III') The pa&t tcn~e was used.
Their results were 1S follows;
Response Ty~ (All Correctt
Age
3 years
4 years
5 years
Matrix-Relati.ve
42%
18
5
Relative-Matrix
27%
43
35
TABl.E /\-4
Matrix Onll
0%
13
55
Total
69%
74
95
I
I
Thus, the results show that 95% of the five-year oids can compreh~nd OS
relative clauses, and j,t "strongly suggests that the previous failures 1n
this age group were an experimental artifact" (Hamburger and Crain,
forthcoming:41). It Ls also Lnterescing to note that there is a 6hirt of
the predominant respo~~e type across ages. Hamburger and Crain claim that
this is due to the child's recognition of the nature of assertion and
presupposition in the course of development.
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4.A,lO Summary and Our Theory
In this section, we summarize what we have seen in the above survey
of the recent literature. We will add to it some recent findings in
theoretical linguistics anq psycholinguistics. At the end, we will present
uur theory. For the ease of exposition, we first list the sentence types
that will be discussed below~
(1) Sentences with P0St VP adverbial parti~lples:
The boy kissed the girl after jumping over the fence"
(2) Sencences with tell as the matrix verb and infinitival
complement:
The boy told the girl to jump over the fence.
(3) Sentences with os relative clauses with a transitive verb
(with an animate object OQun in the relative clauses);
The boy kissed the girl who bumped into the woman.
(4) Sentences with 00 relative clauses with a transitive verb in
them:
The boy kissed the girl who the woman bumped intu.
(5) Sentences with as relative clauses with an intrans1tive verb In
them;
The boy kisseu the girl who was sleeping~
(6) Sentences with as relative claus~s with an inanimRte noun as the
object of the relative clause:
lhe boy ki~sed the girl who jumped over the bench~
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Now, our summary:
O(bservation) 1: The child jnit~ally takes the matrix subjeot as the
cotltroller of the missing complement subject of post VP adverbial
pa~ticipials in (1), and as the antecedent of OS relative clauses in (3).8
[Usu ): al~ (1980); Tavakolian (1977, 1981)j
02: For OS relative clauses, the child in the second stage shows mixed
responses. 1~e., he sometimes takes the matrix subject and sometimes the
n~trix object as the antecedent of OS and 00 relative clauses in (3) and
(4). [Hsu et a~_ (1980); TavakoliaQ (1977, 1981); Goodluck and Tavakolian
(1979); etc_I
03: For OS relative clauses, the child eventually arrives at the adult
seage where he con8istently takes the matrix object as the antecedent of
the relative clause.
04: The child in the second stage with respect to the kind of OS relative
clauses as exemplified in (3) can get the correct object relat~ve r~ad!ngs
for the kind of as relative clauses as exemplified in (5) and (6)"
[Goodluck and Tavakolian (1979); Hamburger and Crain (forthcoming)}
05~ A precursor uf relative clauses h~s been observed at around 24-28
months~ Furthermore, when appropriate e~perimental settings are given,
3-year aids show their knowledge of as relative clauses. [Limber (1973);
Hamburger (1980); Hambur~er and Crain (forthcoming»)
06; For post VP adverQial participials in (1), the child, afte~ the stage
described in (01) t shows mixed responses, i.e., he sometinles takes the
matrix suqjec~ and sometimes the matrix object as the controller of the
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missing complement subject. [Goodluc~ (1978. 1981); Hsu et aI, (1980);
etc.}
07: For post VP adverbial participials in (l)~ the child eveQtually
arrives at the adult stage where he consistently takes the matrix subject
as the controller of the missing complement. (However. some adult sp~akers
permit the matri~ object to be the controller, See Elliot et al.(l969).)
08: For sentences with Eell and its infinitival comp!ement in (2), the
child almost alway5 takes the matrix object as the controller of th~ ~issing
com~lement dubject_ [C. Chomsky (1969); Maratsos (1974); Goodluck (1978,
1981); etc_]
'fhe follcw'ing 1s a list of assumptioQs concerning child grammars we
will make in constructing ou~ theory:
A(ssumption) 1: From a very early stage, the child does structural analysis
in order t..~ obtain informat ion relevant to the "semant les" of sentences ~
[Solan and Roeper (1978); and lots others] The evidence for this ~ssumptioo
is overwhelming over non~structural positions represented~ for example, by
Sheldon (1~72, 1974) and de V~lllers et alit (1979), although it does not
preclude the possibility that these "strategles U play some role when the
child comprehe~ds sentences containing relative cl~~seti~
A2; The c.hild has the notion "c-command" from a very early stage.
[Solan (1978, 1981); Ooodluck (1978, 1981); etc,]
~ T~e child tends to flatten the structure, poss~bly for ease of
p(ocessing.
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[Matthei (1979); Cooper and Paccia-Cooper <1~80: 231-35); etc.]
This structure flattening tendency has a~so been suggested for adults.
See for eKample Chomsky and Halle (1968: 371-72) ~
A4: The child has the VP nod~ to his grammar as a daughter of S fro~
I .)9,10a very early stage. Solan and Roeper (1978)
We will also make che following assumptions for adult grammar;
AS: The controller must c-command the missing cumple~nt subject. 11
[Rosenbaum (1967); Goodlu~k (1978, 1981); Chomsky (1980~), et~~]
A6: Teraz~ (1979) t af ter examining prev 1aus 1iterature on the de rived
structure of extraposition (Williams (1974. 1975) ~nd Reinhart: (1976)
in particular), has shown that none of these proposals as they stand
at'e correct. She argues that "the derived structure of s.:.otences with
extraposed cLauses is detennined not merely by the types of E.Ktraposition~
bur:. by the position of the extraposed clause before the application of the
rule" (Terazu 1979:89). Her observation is that if the extJ:aposed clause
ori.,ginates in tele subject position, it is attached to S, whereas if it
o~iginates in ~he objec t posit ion J l t is at tachect to VP II She formulates
the principle ~n tne following way;
(*) An eKtraposed clause in the derived structure must
c-command and be c-commande4 by the major Cqtegory
which immediately dominates its head II (Terazu 1979:98)
Asak.awa (J.~79) independeotly arrived at a, similar c()ncluslon, See alsu
~Gueron (1980). In the following, we assume that (*) is correct,
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A7: The adult structure for sentences with post VP adverbial participlals
like (1) is essentially as follows;
(A.40)
s
VP
/~
V NP
A8: The adult structure for sentences with tell as the matrix verb and
its infinitival complement like (2) is essentially as follows.
s
NP VP/~~
V NP ®
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A9: The adult structure f~ ~entences with OS and 00 relative clauses
like (3) and (4) is essen~ially as follows:
(A.42)
s
NP VP
/
V NP
/~
NP ~
Now~ presentation of )ur theory is in order. We are f~lly aware of
the fact that the observati00 we listed above is made based on experiments
using different groups of subjects~ However, it seems clear that there 1s
a developmental pattern conce['nlng the acquisition of the structures
discussed here, which our theory attempts to explain~
I~ For relative clauses, the child can locate a relative clause
within NP from a very early stage (Goodluck and Tavakolian 1979). However,
because of his processing capacity limitation, he might attach the relative
clause that comes after the dir~ct object to the topmost S, thereby
flattening the structure for the ease of pro~essing (A3). When the
relative clause is attached in th.ls way, the C-command Condit ion (A6)
chooses the m~trix subject as Che antecedent of the relative clause (01),
The mi~ed responses (02) are result of attaching the relative clause
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variably to either topmost S or NP.
II~ For post VP adverbial participials, the child initially attaches
the~ to the topmost S in order to get a flatter structure for the ease of
processing (A3). When this is done, the C-command Condition (A5) chooses
the matriA subject as the controller of the missing complement: subjeat <Ol)~
However~ when the child starteQ attaching a relative clause to the object
NP, which is lower than the topmost S, he would temporarily attach the
adverbial participial to VP, which is also lower than the topmost S, as
result of overgenerall~a~ion. When this happens, the C-command Condition
(A5) choos~s the matrix object as the controller. As a result of this
variable attachment of adverbial participials to either topmost S or VP,
the child variably chooses the matrix subject or object as the controller
(07).
III~ For the controller of the infinitival complement of ~ell) the
child would nevet; make mistakes once he learns subcategori~ation frame fo~
tell because the position of toe infinitival complement is determined in
the subcategorization frame (08).
Finally, let uS consider significance of the above theory, if correct.
At The ~hild ~ priori has knowledge about linguistic structure,
tT\qluding the notion "c-command," and makes use of it in analy~lng sentences
from a very early stage.
B~ Children's mistakes concerning a control~er of a missing
complement subject or an antecedent of a relative clause are explained in
terms of the child's misanalysis of the structure (possibly due to
.,
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12processing loads or overgeneralization).
c~ Although we still do not nave a "theory of overgenerallzation,"
it is interesting if Qvergeneralization also takes place at a very abstract
level as our theory claims. See also C. Chomsky (1969)~
There still remain problems~ For example, Legum's (unpublished)
demonstr~tion DnlSt be considered carefully~ HLwever, the amount of evidence
we have and. more ~portantly, the explanatory force of the kind of theory
we described above make our theory look very promising,
Appendix S A Related E~eriment in Progress
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This is an interim report of an experimental study that Maya Amy
Honda and the present author are conducting based on an idea developed
by the latter_ I acknowledge here Honda's permission for reporting the
results of toe pilot work in this dissertatioQ.
The topic of this experiment is when and how the child gets to know
tn~ Subjacency Condition with respect to (PP-)Extrapositlon. The logic
of the experiment is the same as other experiments reported in this
dissertation. The hypothesis to be tested is the following:
(H) As ~oon as the child masters (NP,~~[~.~.PPJ), he
honors the SC with respect to PP-Extraposition from this
structure, i.e., he knows that Extraposition of the PP
to the outside of the larger NP is not allowed,
There are two parts of this experiment: (i) the Syncax Test for
testing whether young children know the structure lNP,lt'[NP ..• PPJ1; and
(ii) the SC Test for tes~ing whether they know the SC wich respect to
ExtrapositioQ of the PP from that structure* Hypothesis (H) makes the
following prediction ~bout our data:
(P) Those who ~ass the Syntax Test will also pass the SC Test.
The following should also be true;
(Q) Those who fail the Syntax Test wi~l also fall the SC Test lt
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Method
Subject
60 subjects between three and seven years of age were tested:
twelve subjects frQm each age group. The children's ages ranged from
3;0 to 7;10 years.
Procedure and Uaterials
Tasks
(I) Pre-Test: Before proceeding w~th the SC and Syntax Tests
(described below), each subject was required to succeed at two pre-test
tasks.
(t) In the SC and Synta~ Tests, pictures of animals (i.e~, elephant,
turtle, btrd 1 and cat) were used. To ensure the subject was familiar with
these animals, the e~perimenter asked him to identify pictures of them in
a picturebook.
(ii) Crucial to Qur test of the SC 1s an understanding of the
relationship referred to by the preposition on. The pre-~est for the on-
---" -
relation involv~d ma~ipulating plastic blocks~ The experLmenter placed
three colored blocks (~ed, blue, and yellow) in front of the child. The
subject W~S first asked to ident~fy the colors. Then. he was asked to
place one of the blocks on another, For example:
(B.~) Put the re~ block on the blue block.
This procedure was repe~ted ~wice with diffe~ent color combination5~
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(II) Subjacency Condition (SC) Test: The subject was told, .a "short;
story" consisting of one sentence~ Then. he was shoWl\ a picture which
Hpopped uV" fI;om a "special box" of pictures.. The subject was asked to
detennine whether the particular picture matched the story he had just
heard.
The task had four simple. warm-up items. These items were considered
simple in tllat the target PP was adjacent to the target NP '-/ithin a
conjoined 5ubject_ Fo~ example;
(B.2) A cat with a ribbon on its neck and a turtle popped up.
The pictu~e shows a cat sitting on a turtle with a ribbon on the cae's
neck. Of the four warm-up ieems. a cat wears the ribbon in two of the
sto~ies and a turtle does in the ocher two; half of the pictures match
the story told and half do not. The order of presentation of the items
was varied for each subject.
Next~ there were three test items of the following structure:
(B~3) NP PP VP pp pp
Fo~ example;
(B~4) A cat OQ a turtle popped up with a ribbon on it oeck~
In the first of the three trest items the subject was told this "scory"
and then shown a picture in which t~e ribbon is worn by the turtle (Figure
8,1). This item required the subject to reject the picture: it does not
match the story w In the lc1~t two test items, the subject was asked to
listen to a "story" and make a picture for the "pop-up game" by placing a
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sticker (of either a ribbon or a star) on the appropr~ate an~al (Figure
B-2). For example, gi~eQ:
(B_5) A cat o~ ~ turtle came up with a star on its neck,
the child who understa~ds the SC would be expected to place the star-
sticker on the cat, i.e~, the oatrix subject.
(I II) Syntax l'est: TQe subject was ins eructed that he would hear a
"short story" and that he should repeat or "tell the story back" to the
experimenter. The subject was also told he could hear the story aga~n if
he wished"
There were three test teens which directly map the structure of the
test items iQ the SC Test, such as (8.6):
(B.6) John drew a cat on an elephant with a ball on i~s neck.
Order of pres~ntation was varied for each subject. No pictures were used
in this task"
Procedure
The exp~y;iment was conducted at the day-care centers and schools the
ch~ldren attended. Subjects were tested individually~ The experiment
took approximately five to ten minutes. The order of task presen tati,oll
was counterbalanced; half of the subjects received the SC Test first~
the other half were given the Syntax Test first~
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FIGUi'-E 8-1
FIGURE B-2
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Results and Discussion
Results
To test the hypothesis (H), we tabulated a 2x2 contingency table, as
in Table B-1,
~ Syntax Test
p
F
p
27
10
37
TABLE B-1
F
B
15
23
3S
25
60
'rhe criterion for passing either Test is getting more than two items
(out of three) correct.
The association between success in the Syntax Test and su~cess in
the SC Test, shown in Table 4.B-l above, is statistically significant at
the .05 level (?(~7.09,ldf) with Yates' correction for continuicy~ Thus,
the obtained results support toe hypothesis (H).
Honda and the present author are now in the process of refin~ng the
Srotax Test so that we can obtain a better picture of young children's
knowledge of the structure [NP'" (~p" ,PP)).
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Notes to Chapter 4
1There is a similar observation ar~\Jt the appearance of determiner in
children's speech. For example, Menyuk (1969:34) observes that in an
early stage only the object NP~ not the subject NP, takes determiners.
Kajita (1977:46) suggests the possibility that "the two rule.-otschemA (i.e-4!J
NP -~N/_ V and NP -~ (Det) N/ V _, or alternatively, NPl -~ N alhd
NP2 -~ (Det) N) are replaced by a single rul~-schema (i.e., NP -~ (Det) N)."
However, it ~s also possible to assume that the child acquires a single
~ule-schema NP -~ (Det) N at a certain point without its precursors of
toe kind Kaj~ta suggests, but the appljcation of the e~panded version of
the schema, i.e., NP -~ Det Nt is delayed by performance reasons. One
conceptual problem in Kajita's suggestion is tha~ we have to a,ssume a
developmenta~ period at which the child's phrase structure grammar needs
context-sens~tive rules. Even if we assume the two rules NFl -~ Nand
NP2 -~ Det Nt they are notational variants of the context-sensitive rule;
we just discussed. The choice is still open, however.
2 -The rule NP -~ NP S is used here and elsewhere in this dissertation only
for expository purposes. We are not cor..cerned wi.th the correct relative
s.lause structure here. The crucial part for the SC is NP -~ .~l!S, i.e.,
S within NP.
3It might be necessary to refer to Ferreiro et al. (1976). Based on
their results from the toy-moving task, they say:
No child of 4 15 capable of giving correct solutions to all four
sentences [SS~ SO, as, and OO--~O], whereas by the age of 9 or
10 most children are in fact capable of doing so. A gradual
change has taken place, which can on~y be attributed to a
growing syntactic competence, Both the patterns of errors and
those of successes suggest the existence of a 'p~imitive' role-
conse~ving strategy (similar t..o Sheldon's (1.972. 1974) Parallel
Function Hypothesis--YO] which can be considered as 000-
syntactic, in toe sense that it is not based on an adult-type
syntactic analysis. ,..~ It could therefore be supposed that
until the age of 6 or 7 the children are not capable of dealing
with relative clauses in an adequate syntact~c way, and that
between the ages 6 and 9 different syntactic approaches come to
replace the ea~lier strategies. (pp, 240-41)
The description is so vague (parlicularly about the interaction oetween
"syntact~c cornpetenc4:" and Unon-syntaC'tic strategies" in children who
are not yet capable of "dealing with relative clauses in an adequate
syntactic way") that it evades serious discussion. If their claim is that
children below 6 have not acquired NP ~~ NP i, it i~ unconvincing since
th~re is evidence that young children handle relative clauses on the
pasis of their syntactic analysis~ See for example GoodlucK and Tavakolian
(1979), and Solan and Roeper (1978). See also the Appendix A to this
chapter~
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4ro order to avoid an eff~c~ on the reaction times by the choice of the
colors and the persons' names, half of the subjects were asked (4.33a)
with the accompanying picture Figure 4-21, and (4.33b) with Figure 4-22~
The rest of the subjects were asked (4.33a) with the accompanying picture
Figure 4-22, and (4.33b) with Figure 4-21.
5We leave open the problem of the exact nature of the output representation.
6
The reason "'ny we WTote "Sheldon is one of the first . It _" rather than
"Sheldon is t~e first ••• " is that there is Rowe (1967), which has remained
..1npublished, in whlch the author included, among others" the four types of
relative clauses to be d~scussed below. His findings are generally
compatible with SheLdon's,
7There is a dissertation cuming out by Hsu. The data and dis~ussion that
, are more detailed than Hsu et al. (1980) will be included there,
8We do not have sufficient data to exam10e whether the same applies to
00 relative clauses. Our theory that will be described shortly pt'edtcts
that it does. (00 relative clauses are not included in Hsu et al. (1980)~)
9Notice that ~f the child does not have the VP node the difference between
the push-sentences and the put-sentences :n Solan and Roeper (1978) cannot
be explaifled.
10See Bowerman (1973:178-83) for a relevant discussiun~
IlNotice that this is only a nec~ssary condition. and not a ~ufficient one,
12Th - .. f h - 1 1 f i f 1 d b~s pOlnt ~s one 0 t e maJor cams a a ser as 0, researCl one y
Roeper, Tavakolian, Goodluck. Solan, and others,
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Chapter 5 Binding Theory and Syntactic Development in ChIldren
5.1 Binding Theory
Chomsky (1973) proposed a set of conditions on transformations, two
of which are: the Tensed S Condition (later called the Propositional Island
Condition) and the Specified Subject Condition. In the course of the
subsequent revision of the theory, these conditions have undergone much
revision. One important stopover from the 1973 framework to the most
recent one is the so-called HOn-Binding" framework (Chomsk.y 1980, originally
WTitt.en in 1978). In the most recent framework, the facts that have been
captured by the: conditions mentioned above are now e,'xplained in terms of
Binding Theory (BT) (Chomsky 1981)~
Before explaining what 5T is, it seems necessary to point out that
the remarks in ~he prece~ing paragraph might be misleading for those 'who
are not familiar with cne recent development of generat~ve grammar~
Namely, the changes that have been made concerning the grammatical
constraints in question must be understood in the whole persrective of the
theory. These changes have been made to solve conceptual ~s well as
empirical problems of the preceding framework. In particular, they have
aimed at eliminating redundancies in theory, and at enhancing the
explanatory power of the theory. This point will be left unclear In the
following expositi,on of 8T, because we will sketch only part of the theory.
We will come back to this point shortly.
Binding Theory (Chomsky 1981) is partially given as follows:
Binding Theory (Bt);
(A) An a~aphor is bound in its governing category.
(B) A pronominal is free 1n its governing category,
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Reflexives and reciprocals are considered to be anaphors. and pronouns to
be pron~minals here.
The definition of the governing category is given as follows:
,Gavet'nlong Category: c;( is the governing category for Pif and only
if 0( is the minimal category containing P and a governer of , •
where OC =NP or SII
As for the notion government, we will adop~ the definition given in
the original P~sa lectures by Chomsky (Chomsky 1979b) rather than the one
given in Chomsky (l981) solely for expository reasons.
Government: 0( governs} if und only if D( minimally c-commauds
p.
The notion minimal a-command 1,5 in turrt defined as follows:
Minimal c~command; 0( minilJl8.11y c-command;:> P if and only if 0<
c~commands J and there is no (f such that 0( c-commands (J and
'0 c-commands P and pot ~ c-commands 0( •
We will now show how 'BT explains the following facts;
(5~1) a. Mary knew that the children loved each other.
b. Mary knew that [sthe children loved each other]
(5,2) a,*The parents knew that ~~ry loved each other*
b~*the parents knew that (sMary loved each other)
(5.3) a. Mary knew that Tom shaved himself.
b. Mary knew that (STom shaved himself]
(5~4) a, 'Kfom knew that l'lary shavecl himself.
b~ *Tom knew that lSl'tary shaved himself]
(5.5) a~ Tom knew chat Mary liked him,
bit Tomi knew that [sMary likerl himt)
(5~6) a. *Mary knew that Tom 1ikecl h il;t II
bit *~tary knew that [sTomi liked h lnl i ]
(5 ,i) a. Mary saw Tom's picture of himself ~
b .. }lary saw {NPTom's picture of hbtsel f]
(5 ,8) a. *'rom saw Mary's picture of himself ~
bIt *Tom saw lNpMary's picture of himself,)
(5,9) a. Tom .saw the boys' pictures of each ,"'\:her.
b. TOIn saw [l-W the boys' pictures of ~ach other 1
(5.10) a,l *The boys saw TOOl'S pictures of e~ch other.
b. *the boys saw [NPTom's pi,ctures of each other)
(5.11) q. Tom saw the boys' picture of him"
b. TOlI\i saw [lfPthe boys' picture or him~l
(5.12) a", *The boys saw TOrQ's pic ture of hiln,
b. *the boys sa,,, (NP Tom' 5 i picture of him!)
The two structures that are relevant are the following:
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(5.13)
s
158
(5.14 )
VPINFL
/
NP
NPV
I
0(1
0(2
NP
N
N
p
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In (5.13), INFL is the inflectional system that contains [+tense) and
AGa(eement), the latter of which contains the features person, number,
gender, and Case.
Let us take (5.13) first. Assume that reciprocal each other or
reflexive himself occupies the 0<2 posltion~ Then. V governs this element,
and, therefore, S is the governing category for OC 2~ Thus, due to BT(A),
each other and himself must be bound in this S. Assume, instead, that
pronoun~ is in the 0< 2 position. Then, according to BT(B), him must be
free in this S.
Notice that (5~1)-(5.6) contain a tensed embedded clause whose internal
structute is the same as (5.13), Furthermore. each other, himself, and him
occupy the embedded object position, i.e., the ~2 position in (5.13), The
explanation for the facts is straightforward. As we have seen just now,
each other and himself must be bound in the embedded S according to BT(A).
In (5.1) and (~3), that ts possible, because there is a potential
antecedent within the embedded clause in each case. However. in (5.2) and
(5.4), the~e is no such element, and hence the sentences are ruled out as un-
grammatical. On the othe( hand, him in the embedqed object position must
be free in the embedded S~ Thus, (5_5) with the intended reference
indicated by ~ndecies is grammatical, while (5.6) is not.
Let us now take (5.14)~ Assume that reciprocal each oth~r or'
reflexive himself is iQ the OS po~ition. Th~nJ P governs this element,
and ~ is the governing category for a< 3' BT(A) stipulates thac each other
o~ himself m.ust be bound in this NP. If instead pronoun him is in the 0< 3
position, tnen due to BT(B), him must be free in NP~
Note that (~7)-( ~12) contain the NP whose internal structure is the
same as (;~14), and that each other, hims,elf, and him occupy the 0(3 posi.tion.
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The explanacion is exactly analogous to the one we gave concerning (5.,1)-
(5.6). BT thus correctly explains all the data in (5.1)-(5~12)~
We have pointed out Coat our brief exposition of BT m~ght be misleading
in that the explanatory power of the theory will not be adequately
demonstrated, since we are~ in thi$ dissertation, only interested ll~ part
of BT. To remedy this situation a little, we will give one more example
that is eK}>lained naturally by BT.- Assume that each other is in the 0(1
position of (5.13) with INFl.:::;([+tense],. AGR]. Then i.t is govt~rned by INFl)
and its governing category is S~ BT(A) then requires each other be bound
in S, but this is impossible. Hence, such a sentence becomes ungrammatical~
Sed the following sentence:
(S.15)*They expected that each other would win.
More interesting cases are those sentences th~t contain elements that ar~
without phonetic content, i,e., PRO and trace~ but to didCUSS suah cases
requires the linguistic setting that is beyon<.t the bounds of this
dissertation. See Chomsky (1981).
5.2
5 .. 2.1
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Some Previous Studies
Matthei's (1981) Experiment 1
Matthei (1981) has taken up BT2 , and conducted an experiment in
order to test children's interpretation of complex sentences containing
each other. His major concern is whether chere is any developmental stage
where the child does not honor BT. Although his paper is a pioneering
study about the relationship between universal conditions imposed on
grammar and syntactic development in children, there are some problems wich
it. We will summarize Matthei's study and point out its problems.
5.2.1.1 Brief Description of Matthei's (19Rl) Experiment
Subjects The subjects were 17 children ranging fro~ 4;2 to 6;6 years
of age.
Methods and Materials A row of toy animals and people W~S set ~p
between the child and the experimenter, There were two of each animql~
The child was asked to show the :xper imenter "what happened" by taking the
animal mentioned in the sentence ancl "making them do it." After a practice
session using simple, declarative 5en~ences and one-clause sentences
containing reciprocals, the test sentences were given to the subject. AB
test seQtences, four cypes of matrix verbs, each of which takes a different
kind of ~omplement, wete used. The following is a list of the four types
with examples,
(5.16) a. Verbs that take that complement:
The horses !!~d that the cows jumped over each other.
b~ Verbs that take "deleted" tha~ complement:
The horses said the cows jumped over each ocher.
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c. Verbs that take infinitival complement:
The horses wanted the cows to jump over each other~
d. Verbs that take gerundive complement:
The horses noticed the cows jumping over e~ch other~
The inclusion of these various types of matrix verbs was to test whether
or not the choice of the matrix verb makes any difference about the
interpretation of the test sentences, and. in particular~ whether or not
the presence of a complement marker, that and to, for example, would belp
children r~ apply BT correctly since such markers would signal the beginning
of the embedded clause,
Matthei found in his pilot experiment that the children appeared to
find it easier to understand reciprocals when the antecedent is a coordinate
NP t the cow and the chicken. for example, than when the antecedent is a
simple, namely, non-coordinate, plural ~, the pigs, for example. Based
on th.is observation, Matthei varied the subject NPs in both the Dlatrix
c.lause and the embedded clause so that some were si.mple plural NPs while
others were coordinate NPs.
In, o~der to avoid the "language-as-fixed-effect fallacy" in the sense
of Clark (1973), verbs in both the matrix and the complement were inserted
randomly into sentence frames so that each child received a different set
of sentences,
Results 64 .. 4% of the total number of responses were the ones
in which the ch~ldren would interpret a sentence like (5~17) as meaning
that the pigs tickled the chickens and vice versa (p_l97).
(5.17) The chickens said that the pigs tickled each other.
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There was no significant effect of complement types on the children's
responses.
Conclusion Matthei inter~rets the children's mistakes meQtloned
above as showing that they chose the matrix subject as the antecede~t of
each other 1 violating BT.
5.2.1.2 Problems of Matthei' 5 (1981) Experiment
There are several problems in Matthei's study~ In the following, we
will claim. (i) that his results do not support his conclusion, and (11)
tl1at there are various problems in nis experiment It
Matthei's conclusion~ which we mentioned above, is factually false.
If the child nad wrongly taken the matrix subject, the chickens in (5~17)
as the antecedent of each other, then the resulting interpretation of
3( 5. 17) would be analogous to that 0 E (5. 18) ..
(5~18) Each of the chickens said that the pigs tickled the other
chicken ..
Thus, tf there are two chickens, call them Q1 and £2' then £1 said that
- -
the pigs tickled £2' a~d £2 said that the pigs tickled ~l' This is not
what Matthei's subjects did.
There are other proble~s. First, a glance at the list of mat~1x verbs
~sed in the experimental mate~lals reveals that many of them are not factive
verbs, f~~ example, ~, think, expect, ask, imagine, suggest, and so on.
Thus~ (5.19) is a perfectly legitimate sentence,
(5.19) The chickens said that the pigs tickled each o~her,
but f it was not true 1
t that did not happenl '
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Compare (~19) with the following in which a factive verb remember is used
as tne matrix verb.
(S.20)*The chickens remembered that the pigs ticked each other~
{ it was not true 1but it did not happen •
Yet, the instruction given to the subject was to snow the experimenter
what happened by making the animals do it~ Therefore, if the suhject knows
the factive-nonfactive distinction and is loyal to it, it is conceivable
4
that he would be confused with the instruction.
Second, Macthei used coordinate NPs in some of the test sentences--
the reason for which we mentioned before--such as the following:
( S. 21) The chickens remembered that the pig and the lamb tickled
each other,
However, there are two of each an~l in front of the subjec~, ana there
is no information given to him as to dec~de which is) fat instance, the
pig, Maratsos (1976) shows that even the youngest of his subjects, 32
months old, has some knowledge of the difference between definite and
indefinite reference~ Thus, it is conceivable that the child who knows
the definite property of the would have been confused by the instruction ..
Third, we have learned from our pilot experiments that some, if not
~ost, children attempt to act out the matrix portion as well as the
e~bedded portion when the instruction is simply "show me whac happened."
Thus, if the given sentence 1s (5 .. 22):
(5.22) The lambs saw ~he chickens jump OVHr each other,
some subjects attempt to act out the seeing port'1on as well as the jumping
portion. Thi& sc~etimes happens even if the matrix verb is such as think
whose meaning is quite diffic~lt to act out if not impossible. Since what
Matthei wanted to know was, for example in (5.22), who jumped over whom,
nis instruction was not an appropriate one.
The combination of these problems in Matthei's eKperlment mi6ht have
confused the subjects and made the task far more complicated than it should
have been~
Incidentally, White (1980) gives the following explanation to
Matthei's results:
[S)uppose that in learning "each other" the child has to
realize that it is reciprocal and anaphoric (referring to an
antecedent) and bounu (controlled by that antecedent). In
that ~ase, it is possible that the child reaches a stqge
~here he knows that "e&~h other" is reciprocal and anaphorlc
but does not realize that it is bound, (p.26)
Thus, such a chlld will trea~ each other as ordinary pronouns. He will
consi4er each other in (5.23) just as~ in (5.24):
1
(5.23) The lions remembered that the tigers jumped ovec each other,
(5~24) The lions remembered ttlc.l.t the tigers jumped over them.
Note that the application of the Disjoined Reference rule 1n the sense of
Chomsky (1975 and other writings) to the lions and~ in (5.24) is blocked
because of BT, Therefore, White ,~la1II\s that, since the child in that
developmental stage treats each other in (5~23) like them in (5.24), he will
pick up the lions as the antecedent of each other 1n <5~23) just lIke them
can be coreferentlal with the lions in (5,24). She continues;
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This explains the case of the pigs being made to tickle the
chickens [for the chickens want the pigs to tickle--YO], The
fact that the children also made the chickens tickle the pigs
suggest they have some understanding of the concept of a
reciprocal. (p.26)
This explanation is unacceptab)~_ since the ch11d·s mistake in question
is not taking the matrix subject as the antecedent of each other as we
pointed out earlier.
5.2.2 Other Studies
Potts et al. (1979) 1s a large-scale study of language production of
t
t
3, 4, and 5-year aids. The reciprocal was used as one of the test items
(pp~ 83-87). The task was sentence completion. The following was used for
the reciprocal:
(5.25) Someti~es when dogs see ocher dogs, they bark~
These dogs are barking at
Subjects were asked to supply an appropriate itam in the blank. Notice
that the first sentence is a general statement using non-progressive simpl~
pr:esent tense~ However, the seco..ld sentence that used progressive present
ten~e Is a description of a part.icular event. Thus, these~ in the
second sentence does not have an appropriate referent In this dlscourse,
and hence the disco~rse is odd.
The following table shows part of their tesults:
Middle-class White Lower-class White
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Lower-class Black.
Age;
N:
3
98
4 5
97 104
3
19
4
24
5
27
3
21
4
34
5
26
t
It
Percentage 25 37 63 4 8 37 0 20 31
of the
Correct
Answer
TABLE 5-1
The results suggest that "rt)he reciprocal construction showed increasing
use with development in all of [their] groups" (p,87).
Althou~h Potts et a1. ultimately decided not to test retle:xives~ :hey
point out one interesting observntion.
The problem was that middle-class 3-year-olds on the pilot
test tended to use the corr~ct himself in the frame ae can
dress __- (himself) as often as did the S-year-olds. In
between, however, the 4-year-olds were using it less than were
the 3-year-olds. The reason appeared to be that the form
hisself was increasing at this age (and still occurrad
fl;"equently among 5~year-olds). This finding, if replicated,
suggests that some 3-year-olds may be imitating a lexical item
himself, which they have heard as an individual worQ, but that
the older children are i1\tegrating it into a reflexive prOoout\
system. (p.84)
Reed and Hare (1979) tested children's interpretation of reflexives
usinR 266 subjects between 6;3 and 12;11. The subject was given a sentence
containing a reflexive, and then asked a question about it, There were
sixteen sentences. They tested the clause-bound nature of reflexives
using sen:eQces including the following;
(5.26) Bert said that Ernie spilled some paint on himself today.
--Who got paint allover himself?
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Theix' results show that even some of the youngest children krlew the
clause-bound nature of reflexives, and that all of the age groups performed
better than ch~nce (p.107). However, the results also show ttlat only about
30% of the youngest group subjects honored the clause-bound constraint
consistently.
This last p>int might be due to the nature of their task and materials~
As they pointed out) the sixteen-question session requires a lot of m~mory
and patience that mignt b~ beyond the young children's capacity (p_107).
Furthermore, a glance at the list of test questions revaals that the
structures of the sentences and questions used wer~ quite heterogeneous.
The follolling partial list would make this clear:
(5.27) Cookie Monster made Oscar wash himself,
--~~o was washed?
(5.28) Ernie let Big Blrd choose a new red shirt for himself.
--Who was the shirt for?
The youngest children simply might not have lear'oed causat lve const rue t ions,
or they might have had a problem with passive questiono, Note also that
the point we made about the u{ie of non-factive 'Ierbs in ~he matrix clause
in the previous section applies to (5.26) qbove, because ~~~ is non-
factive ,l
Solan (1978:IIl~6) ~eports the results of the experiment using
t;wenty-two 5 and 6-year old children. The task was toy-moving, The
senten~es used were of the following form:
(5~29) The boy thought that the man hurt himself.
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The form of instruction is not given in Solan (1978), but the author
informed me that it was something like: "I'm going to tell you a story.
and I want you to make tnat happen." The result was ~hat the 5-year olQs
acted out 89% of the sentences correctly, and that the 6-year alds acted
out 87% correctly (p.lOl). A list of the matrix verbs used (p~113) contains
some non-factive verbs, and the point we made in the previous section
concerning the use ~f these verbs also applies to this ~ase,
I/O
5,3 Experiment 2
'llhis experiment was designed to tt±8t when and how young chl1dr~n
recogni.ze BT with respect to reciprocal~, reflexives, and pronouns. 5
The logic of the experinlent is as lnentioned in 3,1,
TI1e hypothesis to be tested is:
(H) Once the child nlasters each other I!\imself /h1.({\ llUd the Englll::Jh
complementation system, he always honors BT.
The experiment has three parts: ( 1.) a test for wheth~r young ehl1dctjl\
honor BT (to ba called the BT Test)J and (11) a test. wh~ t ill: r Lhl:y know
each other/himself/him (to be called the A(anaphor)-Testb)J und ( iii) a
test for whether they know the English complementation system (to b~ uull~d
the Syntax Test).. Hypothesis (Ii) makes t.he following pred lq t 10uo uhuut uur
data:
(PI) Those who pass both the A-1'est wich respect: to each oth~'r unt!
the Syntax Test will also pass the BT Test~
(P2) Those who pass both the A-rrest with resp~ct to himself t\ud tht:1
--,--.
Syntax 'fest will also pass the BT Test"
(P3) Those who pass both the A-'l'est with respect to h..!.lll and th~
Syntax Test will also paso the BT Te8~11
Tha following ahould also be true:
(Ql) Those who fail the A·-rrest with respect to each other and/or
the Syntax Test will also fail the BT test with respect Lo
each other,
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(Q2) Those who fail the ~-Test with respect to himself and/or the
Syntax Test will also fail the BT Test with respect. to himself.
(Q3) Those who fail the ~-Test with respect to him and/or the
Syntax Test will also fail the BT Test with respect to him~
Thus, if we classify the results of the exper~ent in a 2x2 contingency
table in the following way for each of each ocher/himself/him, subjects
should tend to fall in either the A or D cell.
Pass
~ail
Pass
c
TABLE 5-2
Fai~
B
o
N
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Method
Subjects
The subjects 'Were 60 childT.;en ranging in age from 3;1 to 7;1,
There were 12 subjects in each ab2 group~ Each subject was testc~
individually in a quiet room at h1~ school~
Procedure and Materials
(I) BT Test and A-Test: The task was toy-moving, namely, tne subject
was asked to answer a questiuo which follows each sentence by manipulating
the toys located on the table in front of him.
7The animals used were; two monkeys, two elephants, and two hippos.
These are stuffed toys of similar size and cype~ The subject was asked to
identify each antmal before the test ~ Passing this was the prerequisite for
participating in the test~ None of the subjects faileq this task.
The subject then was told as follows:
We are now going to playa game with these animals. I will
tell you short stories about them, and then ask you questions
about those stories. Please answer them by using the animals.
OK?
Sentence used in the BT Test and A-Test, about
in more detail below, have each of the following fl.
will descr:ibe
1'ype 1; NP v each other Ihirnse li~" hIm
E.gfl" The elephants patted each other"
Type 2; V1 that Nr 2 each other/himself/him
E.g., The hippos remembered that the monkeys tickled each
other~
Type 3: NFl ne)tt to/beside v
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each other/himself/him
E.g., The elephant next to the hippo tickl.ed hi.m~
Type 4: NP next to/beside NP went away
E.g •• The monkey beside the elephant went away.
The eollowing is a list of nouns and verbs used;
Nouns: monkey(s). eiephant(s), hippo(s)
Verbs for V in Types 1 and 4, and Y2 1n Type 2: patted, slapped,
tic~led, hugged
Verbs for Y1 ill Type 2; learned, knew, forgot, re, Bmbered
Verbs for Y... in Type 3: sat on, touched ~ kissed
Tllese verbs and nouns 1Jsed for tne experiment were i\rrangea randomly
fro~ subject to subject in order to avoid the "language-as-fixed~effect
fallacy" (Clark 1973).
Prior to the BT Test, the A-Test was administered, This consists of
six simplex sentences of Type 1; two containing each other, two containing
8hims~, and two con~aining him. For the him sentences, a oontext was givenw
For ex~mple;
The r~onKey walked with the eler"ant, The elephant huggad 'im~
The instruction given after each sentence was; "Show me who yed 'I/ho t " where
V is the verb used in the given sentence~ TIl~ order of these sentences was
:candomi~ed.
Within the BT Text, there wete four group of items. ~irst, test
sentences~ These are of Type 2, The subject was given a sentence, and then
asked to act out who Y2ed who~ For example;
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~e hippos remembered that the monkeys patted eacn other.
Show me who patted who,
Both NP l and NP2 are singular when himself or him is chosen. In this case,
three animals were put in front of the subject~ i,e., one monkey, one hippo~
and one elephant. When each other is chosen, both NP l and NP 2 are plural.
In this latter case, all six animals were located in fronc of the subject.
Notice that the verbs used in the V1 position are all factive verbs. See
5~2.1 fo~ discussion for the use of factive verbs,
Second, catch sentences. Everything is tne same as the test sentences
except that the instruction that follows the sentence was: "Tell me who
The hippo remembered that the monkeys patted each other.
Tell me who remembered the patting.
These senteQces were added in order to avoid the children's developing a
strat~gy to pay atten~ion only to the embedded clause ignoring the macrix
clause~
Thlrd, control sentences. These are of Type 3. The instruction was:
"Tell me who Ved who." They are added to test whether the child is
interp~eting the sentences in terms of a distance principle of the following
sort:
(5.30) Choose to closest plural/singular ~ as the antecedants of
9 10
each other/himself. ?
Thus, the subject is ~ollowing the distance principle (5,30), he tfl/ould pick
up the monkeys as the antecedent of~ othe~ in the following exa~ple:
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The hippos next to the monkeys patted ~ach other.
Tell me who patted who.
Fourth, two other sentences of Type 4 were added to test whether the
ch:ld knows the head status of J say, monkey in the monkey next to the
elephant,
(II) SyntaK Test: The task was repetition, The subject was given
eight sentences, and asked to repeat them. Six sentences were of Type 2;
two with each other, two with himself, and two with him. The remaining
two sentences were of Type 3; one with each other, and the other wich
htmself. The subject was told that the sentences could be given as many
times as he wished, but that h~ was only allowed to repeat the whole
sentence, Again, the ve'rbs and nouns used were arranged randomly from
subject to subject. The order of sentences were randomized.
The test described above were divided into two perts In the following
way;
PART 1 PART II
A-Test 2 55 with e.o. 2 Sa with himself
2 55 with him
BT Test
T(~st Items 3 5s with e,o", 3 55 with himsE:lf
3 5s wit.h him
Catch It.ems 2 Ss witn e~o. 2 56 with himself
2 5s wi.tll him
Control Items 2 55 with~ 2 Sa with himselt
Other Items 2 Ss
(to be continued)
Sytltax Test
Type 2
Type 3
2 55 ~ith~
2 Ss 'With !l!!!
1 S \lit.h e"o,
2 Sa with himself
1 S with himself
1.76
[In ~his table. e~o. ~ each other. and S = sentence.]
Each part was administered on different days, the~e usually being
three to five days in between. The order of the two parts was counter-
balanced. The order between Syntax and BT Tests was also counter-balanced.
,It
I
I
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Results and Discussion
Results
The results of the three tests in this experi~ent5 are given in
Table 4 at the end of this dissertation_
(I) A-Test: Most of our subjects got these items c.orrect. There were
six children (Subject II Ii1 , 7, 17, 30, 34. and 43) who failed to aQt QUe
the reciprocality of each other. Thus, given (5.31), they would make
one of the lions pat the other one.
(5.31) The lions patted edch other.
For r~fleXives. three subjects (Subject nnl, 7, and 12) took himself
as a non-reflexive pronoun. Thus, given (S~32), they would make the hippo
hug another animal, e.g" the monkey.
(5.32) The hi.ppo hugged himself.
As for pronouns, four subjects (Subject nnl, 10, 20, and 21) too hi~
as a reflexive. Thus. given (5~33), they would make the elephant tickle
himself II
(5~33) The monkey walked with the elephant.
The elephant tickled tim.
(Il) 8T Test: There are a number of response types for the test items.
We describe majur er~or types below,
For the each other sentences, there were three major erro~ types:
(i) some subjects failed to act out the reciprocality although most of them
succeeded in the practice sentences~ For example, given (5.34), they failed
t ,
tI
I
I
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to make the hippos pat eacQ other. and would make instead one of the hippos
pat the other.
(5.34) The monkeys (emembered that the hippos patted each other~
The second type of error was making the matri~ clause subject
and the embedded clause subject do the reciprocal action. Thus~ given
(5.34), they made the monkey(s) and h1ppo(s) pat each other.
The thi~d type was making the matrix subject do the reciprocal action,
Thus, giveQ (5,34) they made the monkeys pat each other,
lbese errors are coded as 2, 3, 4 in Table 4 at the end of this
dissertation.
For h~self sentences, there were two major error patterns. Namely,
some subjects acted as if the given sentence contained '1m instead of
himself. Thu~, given (5~35). they made the hippo tickie the elephant.
(5~35) The elephant learned that the hippo tickled himself,
Some other subjects made the elephant tickle himself, given (5,35), The
first type was coded as 5~ and the second as 6 in Table 4 Lt the end of
this dissertation, respectively.
For the ~im sentences, the(e was one major er~or pat~ern~ Namely,
some subjects acted out as if the given sentence contained himself instead
of '1m. Th~s, given (5,36), they made the monkey slap hims~lE~
(5.36) The elephant knew that the monkey slapped '1.m,
This error type is indicated as 7 in Table 4 at the end of this dissertation.
•I
It
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As for the catch sentences, many subjects made the same mistakes.
Given the sentence (5.36) and the arrangement of the animals as shown in
(5,,37), they made the monkey and the elephant that are sitting next to
each other (i.e.) monkeY2 and elephant l 1n (5.37» p~t each other~
(5.36) The monkeys next to the elephants pQtted each other~
MonkeY2 Elephant l
11
Subject
Elephanc 2
It
Given (5.38), which contains himself, some subjects made the hippo tickle
himself,
(5_38) The monkey neKt to the hippo tickled himself,
(III) Syntax Test: There were many error types in this task. The
major types are discussed below. First, some s'Jbjects omitted the matrix
clause, Thus, given (5.39), they repeated it as (5.40),
(5, '39) The monkey forgot that the hippo tickled hlDl~
(5.40) The hippo tickled him.
Second, some subjects omitted the embedded clause~ Given (5.39),
they repaated it as (5.41),
(5.41) The monkey forgot.
Th~rd, some subjects ~mitted the matrix verb, tha~, and the embedded
subject, Given (5.39), they repeated it as (5,42)~
(5.42) The mQnkey tickled him,
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Fourth, some subjects repeated him as himself.
Fifth~ some subjects repeated himself as him.
--- ~
These are coded as 2) 3, 4. 5" and 6, relspect1.\Jely in 'J'a ~ 4 at t.he
end of this dissertation.
As Potts et aI, (1979) noted (see 5.2.2») many younger subjects
repeated himself as hisself,
(IV) Correlation: To test the hypothesis (H). we tabulated 2x2
contingency tables t as in Tables 5-), 5-4, and 5~5, Table 5-3 3ummari~es
TABLES 5-3, 5-4. and 5-5
the results about the each other sentences J Table 5-4 about the himself
sentences, aod Table 5-5 about the him sencences, The criterion for
passing tne SyntaK Test is to repeat both of the g'iven sentences cOl'rectly~
The criterioQ for passlng the BT Test is to get two out of the three test
items correct, ancl get both of the catch sentences correct:~ Of cour~e,
passing the A-Test is a prerequisite for passing.
These tables display the degcee ot association lJetween !Success in the
Syntax Test and success in the 8T Test. The association in Table 5...,3 1s
2
statistioally significant at the .05 level (~ =36~74J Idf) with Yates'
correction for continuity" The association tn Ta,ble 5-4 is also
?
scatistlcally significant at the .05 level (~-=14_95, ldE) with Yates'
correction for continuity. The association in Table 5-5 is statistically
s~gnifiqant at the .05 level (~2=7.63. ldf) w~th Yates' correction for
continui~y as well,
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Syntax Test
P F
BT Test
p 30 o 30
FIGURE 5-3: Each Other
F 24 30
36 24 60
FIGURE 5,..4: HJ.mself
S t T tyn a:x es
P F
P 24 3 27
F 12 21 33
36 24 60
8T Test
I
Syntax Test
p F
BT Test
p 18 3 21
FIGURe 5-5: Hi~
F 18 21 39
36 l4 60
18l
Tables 5-6 - 5-20 show the results broken down by age groups. Since
the number of the subjects in each age group is relatively small (i.e, 12),
we do not th,i,nk that statistical analysis of each of these tables would be
meaningful. Rather, these tables are to show the developmental sequence
across the ages.
TABLES 5-6 - 5-20
The subje~t:s' performance au the control items" particularly the
sente~ces with e~ch other~ was very poor across the ages. Table 5-21
shows the percentage of the correct responses for the contr,l ltems~
TABLE 5-21
Discussion
The tables for: each ot.her and hl~,self (ill e,) Tables 5-6 and 5-4.
respectively) support our hypothesis (H) with respect to thetie itc::ms.
A curious point is the subjects' poor performance on the catch items,
Since [uany of the errors maQe about the catch items with eact.l,~~)lher
are the kind we d iscu"lsed in the Results sec t ion above, the poor
performan~e on these items does not seem to be due to the di~tance
principle WE disc.ussed earlier. There seeu to be some un!~nown compli.cacin,g
factors apout these sentences, ~otice also that many of the subject3 ~rno
did poorly on thebe it~ms seemed to know that ~ is the head of the
phrase (Npthe X next to the V], sice they could correctly perform the
C"'\
co
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BT Test
Each other
.. ..
N
5-year olds
5 0 5
4 3 7
9 J 12
FIGURE 5-8
3-year oLds
2 0 2
a La LO
2 10 12
FIGURE 5-6
6-year aIds
8 0 8
0 4 4
8 4 12
FIGURE 5-9
4-year 0 lets
4 0 4
1 7 8
5 7 [2
FIGURE 5-7
7-year aids
11 0 11
1 0 1
12 0 12
FIGURE 5-10
...:r-
ex>
r-f
BT I'est
Himself
N
J-year oLds
~I-l 1
r
I
0 l~ 11
a 12 l2
FIGURE 5-11
4-ve:rr _, Td
4 0 I ,4
(
) 5 8
7 5 12
FIGURE 5-12
S-year aids 6-year aids 7 Id
6 1 7
-
3 2 5
9 3 12
FIGURE 5-13
4 0 4
5 3 8
9 3 12
FIGURE 5-14
10 l II
1 0 1
11 1 12
FIGURE 5-lS
U'"\
co
~ BT Tes
[lim
N
J-fear aids
0 0 0
l 1.1 12
1 11 12
FIGURE 5-16
4-vear aids
4 0 4
4 4 8
8 4 12
FIGURE 5-17
.,
1
5 t [ 6L
5 1 6
10 2 12
S-year olds
5 0 5
4 J 7
9 3 12
6-year aIds
4 2 6
4 2 6
B 4 12
7 'td
FIGURE 5-18 FIGURE 5-19 FIGURE 5-Z0
Control Items with:
eack!. other him
Age
:3 .04 .21
4 .46 ~79
5 .. 33 II ,9
6 .13 .83
7 ~17 .71
Toeal ~Z3 .67
TABLE 5-21
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meaning of (5.43).
(5.43) The elephaQts ne~t to the monkeys went aw~y.
That the qhildren's poor performance on the catch items with eac~
other may not be due to the distance strategy is also supported by the
fact that the children did much better with the c~tch it~ms ~th himself~ They
chose the head noun of the subject NP as the antecedent of himself,
although the~e was a Qoun closer to himself~
Somewhat surprising are the results concerning the sentences
containing 'im. Given (5.44), many subjects made the hippo tickle himself~
(5~44) The monkey knew that the hippo tickled '1m.
There are a few possible ways to account for this fact. First, there are
"exceptions" concerning BT(B) (see 5.1), which we repeat below:
(5.45) A pronominal Ls free in its governing category.
Some curious examples are given in (5.46) (taken from Kuno (forthcoming»~
(5.46) a. JOhO! looked around f hi~! 1
*hiJI1self i
b. John! saw a snake near Shi~ l
lnhimself fi
c. John!hid the book behind) him!. 1
l himself!
(There are semantic differences between the two
alternat lves in £')
(1 is a refer~ntlal index.)
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Therefore. the child has to figure out what the correct generalizations are
about th~ proper use of prOnOuQ4J, and will take some time to reach the
correct g~neralization, This mtght be the reason for the children's poor~r
per formance on tile sentences containing pronouns in OUI:' exper iment ..
Second, the children's poorer performance on the sentences concainiQg
pronouns 11'.ay be due to their Dlisperception of these senten~es. There were
many cnildreQ who repeated lim 1n these sentences as himself in the Synt~x
Test ~
Larry Solan (personal communication) informed me that: the same
kind of mistakes were observed in Spanish-speaking children~ Miller (1981)
also reports similar results concerning her experiment 'Ising the picture
identification tas~_ ~o examine why this happens is an interesting
research topic,
Our results as a ',.,hole are consistent wi~h o"c hypothesis (H), a.ncl
thus support the claim that BT is innate. Of course~ we have not ~v~d
the innateness of BT~ However. the finding that AS soon as ~h~ ctlild
masters tne structures and other 1ingulst i,~ propert ies tha t Qre relevant
to BT, he honors BT with respect to those structure~ sU9ports the claim
that BT is part cf the innate schematism that allows language acquisitiol)lI
II
I
I
I
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Notes to Chapter 5
lThis section is a slightly ~odified version of Section 3 of Otsu (1981).
2Matthei's paper is based on, in large part, Cho~sky (1973), and talks
about the Tensed S Condition (TSC) and the Spe~ified Subject Condition
(SSe) discussed there. The differences between the framework of Chomsky
(1973) and that of Chomsky (1981), the latter of which this study is
largely based on, do not affect the present disc~ssion~
3This was pointed out to me by Noam Chomsky.
4Although there is a growing literature ~oncerning children's understanding
of factivity, the issue of when th~ child becomes aware of factivity ha~
not been settled~ See Macnamara et ai. (1976), Benn~tt and Falmagne (1977).
Hopmann and Maratsos (1978), Scoville and Gordon (1980), Phinne:, (1981 b»)1 dnd
the references cited ther~1
5The results of the pilot experime~t are reported in Otsu (1981).
6This term is ~isleading, because technically pronouns are no~ me~bers of
the set of anaphors in the linguistic fram~work on which this study is
based, i~et, Chomsky (1981). That is the reason why rhe test is called
the A-Test instead of the Anaphor Test.
7Durinu the experi~en~, the eKperimenter called a hippopotamus a hippo.
Even so, som~ children consistently called it a hippopotamus.
8Toroughout the experiment, the unstressed form '1m was used for him in
order to avoid the reading in which the reference can go beyond the
sentence boundarY1
9We assume that distance is defined on a terminal string ratheL than in
terms of the number of branches between the two elements, as Rosenbaum's
(1967) ~inimum Distance Principle~
lOCho~sky (personal communication) suggested to ~e that the strategy in
question co~ld be; Choose the nearest a-commanding plural/singular NP
as the antecedent of each other/himself, The control for this would be
sentences s~ch as (i)~
(i) ~he men told the women ~bout each other.
PART III
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Chapter 6 Epilogue and Prologue: Implications of Our findings 1
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I
I
I
The experiments reported in Part 11 all seem to point to the same
conclusion: as soon as the child masters a structure that is relevant to
a universal condition~) then he honors f. with respect to that
structure. In this final chapter. we d~scuss implica~ion6 of this f~nding~
First, as pointed out before, this conclusion is nothing but Hypo~
thesis (H), announced in 3,1, and based on the assumption that f is
innate. Of course, we hqve not proved the innateness of the conditions
we considered, but our findings gtve empirical support for the claim that
c.l1ey are innately programmed itl the child~
Recent studies have also indicated that other univers~l properties
3'~ch as "c-colIllnandn playa role in children '5 grammar from ~arly stages in
development (see the Appen~ix A to Chapter 4~ see also Ph1.nney (198la) for
c.he relevant data and discussion), If these recent findings (including
0ur awn) are true, then such universal properties restrict the class of
grammars Qv~ilable to the child from his early stages. th~reby facilita-
ting the acquisitiola vf grammar, This c.onstitutes one step towarc.l t.he
construction of a theory of language development.
These eindings qrc also in conformity with recent findings In other
areas of development, As mentioned in 2,,4, recent research has revealecl
that several perceptual and cognitive systeUlS function surprisingly well
ac or near birth. [0 a domain closer to the present study, there is some
evidence indicating that auqitory structures that analyze at least some
phonetlc distinctive features are available to the new born child. Alto-
gether~ these data indicate tllat a human child is born with soph.isticated
endo~~ents that are ~eady to functio~ 00 appropriate data given from
tII
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nis environment.
Our findings also give support to the f~stantaneous model of language
acquisition~ Generative gr~ar has revealed genuine universal proper-
ties of natural language; assum!llg the valid! ty of the instantaneous model ~
these p~operties may be equated with properties of the lAD_ Our findings)
as well as other recent findings discussed abo~e) show toat (at least
part of) these universal properties start functioning as soon as ~t is
logicall) possible, and continue functiJning through development~ This
indicates that the instantaneous m~del of language acquisition is not
too far from the actual process of language acquisition~
Let us now corlsider the problem u~ task-specificity. Osherson and
Wasow (1976: 208) point out that answere to each of the following two
questions could logically be dit~areat: (1) Does the mature l.ingui~(!c
faculty rest upon intellectual componen~s that are specific to language?;
and (i1) Does t1\e acquisition mechatllsm for Language include components
that are specific to language? (JIl :~~lr paper~ however. they inten-
tionall~ confo:.1nded these two quesci(:.\~.) To the extent to which the
Subjacency Condition and Bindi~g Theo~y ore unlikely to have analogues
in other components of the human mind, our finding woulcl constitute
evidence for; che task-specificity of language acquisition mechanism,
Studies in genetative grwmmar has revealed much about our language
faculty. Particularly, their recent development has made it clear that
a 5et of paramete,;ized prtnciples constitute th~ core uf human languAge
faculty, This 51 tuat ion tn linguls r.:ic cheoJry is ex tremely e,xq it log no t
oQly for its own development. but also for the construction of a theory
of language development~ As long as we continue the effort of connecting
studies of linguistic th~o~y and that of language developmeot, we wiLl
II
I
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certainly be able to learn a substantial amount from such enterpris~s.
This dissertation should be understood as one such an initial attempt.
I194
Note to Chapter 6
lThe title of this chapter "Epilogue and Prologue" has ~een borrow~d, frolll
Chomsky and Halle (1968).
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Subject: Age Story Subject Age Story
No. (~fonths ) 1 2 3 4 No. (~lon t hs ) 1
"
3 4..
1 37 ® © 0 1 49 84 1 a1 1 CD2 38 0 1 ®CD 50 85 1 ~ 13 39 0 <D <D 1 51 86 CD 1 14 39 ~ ~ o $ S2 87 0 1 @5 41 o 0 53 89 @ t$ 16 41 $ ~ ~ 1 S4 90 1 m7 41 0 55 90 1 (j)l8 41 1 1 (Q) @ 56 91 @ 1 19 41 @ffi 0 0 57 91 1 (E cD 1.10 44 1 1 ® 0 58 92 ~ 1 111 45 ~ 0 a $ 59 95 1 1 CD12 46 o 1 0 60 95 ® 0 113 48 1(D 1 0
14 49 0 1 !~15 50 1 116 51
1 ~ 1 1 TABLE 1: SC Test (Experi~ent 1)17 54 010
0: fail; 1: pass18 54 o 0 0 (i)
19 54 1 1 ~ 1 Circle indlcat~s the::20 57 011 1 stories given in tht: Sl~21 57 1 <D 0 ~ orde r.22 57 ~ 1 1 0
23 59
1 ~ ® 124 59 1 1 1 (!)
25 60 1 gs 0
26 60 @ 0 1
~7 63 1 ffi 0 @28 64 o 1 $ a
29 65 ~ 0 0
30 66 @ $ 1 131 67 1 1 1 ~32 67 o 1 ® 0
33 68 ~ CD 1 134 69 1 1 1 ~35 69 o 100
36 70 1 1 ffiCD37 73 1 ffi 1 1
38 73 1 1 1 $
39 73 ~ 1 0 1
40 75 1 1 <D CD
41 77 CD 1 1
42 77 1 (§) 0
43 78 CD 0 044 79 1 0 ~45 79 las46 81 1 1 0
47 82 ~l ®48 82 1(1) 1
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Subject Complex Simple Subject Complex Simple
No. 1 2 3 1 2 3 No. 1 2 3 1 2 3
1 6 6 6 6 6 6 37 2 2 2 2 2 2
2 6 7 7 2 5 ;, 38 4 4 4 2 2 1
3 1 1 4 5 2 2 39 7 7 4 5 2 2
4 5 5 6 2 2 1 40 2 2 2 ') 2 2,.
5 1- 4 4 4 5 5 41 1 1 1 2 2 ~
6 5 5 3 2 1 2 42 4 1 1 7 1 1
7 6 7 5 7 6 6 43 4 4 4 4 4 1
8 5 5 1 5 5 ? 44 1 1 1 2 " 2--, 4
9 2 4 4 2 2 2 45 1 1 1 2 2 ~
10 5 5 7 2 2 2 46 2 7 2 2 2 2
11 4 4 7 2 2 5 47 1 1 1 2 2 2
12 4 4 5 2 2 2 48 '") 1 1 2 2 2
13 2 1 1 2 2 2 49 2 1 1 'I 1 1,..
14 4 7 4 2 2 2 50 2 1 ~ 2 2 2
15 2 5 7 2 2 2 51 1 2 1 2 2 1
16 1 3 3 3 3 3 52 3 ) 3 3 3 3
17 4 7 4 2 2 2 53 4 1 4 2 2 '),..
18 4 4 6 t) 2 2 54 2 ., 2 2 2 ')
""19 2 4 5 2 2 2 S5 1 ,2 1 2 2 l
20 5 6 5 5 5 7 56 1 1 1 2 2 2
21 6 7 6 5 5 2 57 2 ') 2 2 2 2
22 5 7 5 2 5 2 58 1. 1 1 2 2 2
23 2 2 1 2 2 2 59 1. 1 1 l 2 2
24 1 1 1 2 2 2 60 3 3 3 3 3 3
25 1 1 6 2 2 2
26 1 5 2 2 2 1
27 4 5 5 2 2 2
28 4 4 1 2 2 Z
29 4 4 4 5 2 2
30 7 2 2 2 2 2
31 1 L 1 2 2 2 "rABLE ? " Syntax Test (1)
"'"' "
32 2 2 2 2 2 2 (Experiment 1)
33 4 4 4 7 2 2 The significance of the number~34 3 3 3 3 3 3
35 4 7 4 2 2 2 herein ls explainad in 4,2.
36 2 2 2 2 2 1
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Subject Repetition Subject Repetition
No. 1 2 3 4 No. 1 2 3 4
1 6 5 7 6 31 1 1 1 1
2 7 7 7 7 32 1 1 1 1
3 5 5 5 5 33 1 1 l 1
4 5 7 7 5 34 1 1 7 7
5 7 7 7 7 35 7 7 7 7
6 7 7 7 6 36 1 1 1 1
7 7 7 7 1 37 1 1 1 7
8 6 6 5 7 38 1 7 1 1
9 7 7 7 -, 39 7 1 7 7
10 7 7 7 7 40 1 1 1 1
11 5 7 7 6 41 1 1 1 ..J..
12 6 6 7 6 42 7 1 1 1
13 6 7 7 7 43 1 7 1 7
14 1 1 7 1 44 1 1 1 1
15 7 1 1 1 45 1 1 1 1
16 1 1 1 1 46 1 1 1 1
17 1 7 1 1 47 1 1 1 1
18 5 7 7 7 48 1 1 1 1
19 1 7 1 1 49 1 1 1 1
20 7 5 7 5 50 1 1 1 1
21 7 7 7 7 51 1 1 1 1
22 1 1 7 7 52 1 1 1 1
23 l 1 1 1 53 1 1 1 1.
-
24 1 1 1 1 ;4 1 1. 1 1
25 1 1 1 1 55 1 1 1 1
26 L 1 1 1 56 7 1 5 1
27 1 1 7 1 57 1 1 1 1
28 1 1 1 1 58 l 1 1 1
29 7 7 7 7 59 1 1 1 1
30 1 1 1 1 60 1 1 1 1
TABLE ); Syntax Test (2) (Experiment 1)
The si~n~ficance of the numbers appearing hereln is
explained in 4,2,
--A-Test--- Te.st-Items -Control-- - Syntax ~rest
t""- SubJ. Age c.o. self lim - e.·o. - - self - -' 1.TI1 -- e.o. self e~o. self tim
0
No. (Mo .. ) 1 2 J 4 5 6 7 R 9 La i.I 12 I .\ [4 l5 16 17 18 19 lO 21 lZ 23 24 2SC'.J
_. _____•________.____._.___T____ --.-______
I 37 0 0 0 0 1 1 R R H 5 5 5 l R L n 0 0 0 "'l 2 Z 1: 2 Z£- a;...
2 J8 1 [ 1 1 1 1 I' 4 r 8 8 8 l 1 8 0 0 0 J 4 1 -} 7 1 3l. q, '-
3 39 1 I L 1 1 l 1 I 1 1 1 L ., t 1 0 0 0 0 1 I 4 1 Z 2L
4 19 1 1 1 l 1 l 4 4 4 8 5 5 8 R R 0 0 1 1 l 7 7 t 1 7
5 41 l l i 1 l t 1 T 1 l l 1 l l ,. a 0 0 0 2 7 } 7 5 5J.. £-
6 41 1 l L l 1 1 R 8 R R 8 R 1 8 8 a 0 a 0 2 4 4 J -} )
7 41 l 1 [ 1 1 L 8 8 8 8 8 8 R 8 8 0 0 a 0 7 7 7 7 7 7
8 41 l 1 1 1 1 1 I l 1 l 8 5 ~ l 7 l) l i. 1 1 1 7 I r IJ
9 41 1 1 I 1 1 l 4 4 4 R R I R 7 8 0 C) 0 0 7 7 7 1 2 7
10 44 1 L 1 1 1 0 4 2 2 1 B 9 1 I 7 0 0 a 1 7 7 2 4 l 7
11 45 1 [ [ l 1 1 Z 4 4 5 } J 8 8 B a a 0 () 2 2 7 7 2 l
12 46 1 1 0 0 1 l 4 8 4 5 5 R i l 8 0 0 0 0 2 2 7 7 2 2
13 48 1 l 1 1 1 1 1 R R l 6 " 1 8 1 0 0 0 0 7 7 7 7 l 1l
14 49 1 1 1 1 1 1 8 8 8 1 1 1 l B l 0 (] l t 1 7 l 1 7 T
15 50 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 8 l 8 8 6 R 1 1 1 1 1 1 7 1 1 1 1 1Lc
16 51 1 1 1 l' I l 1 1 l 8 l l l l 1 0 0 1 1 1 I 1 1 l 1.L
17 54 0 0 1 1 l 1 R 8 R l 6 6 8 l 1 0 a 0 1 1 1 7 7 1 1
18 54 l 1 1 1 1 1 1 4 1 6 1 l 7 1 7 1 l l 1 J 7 I 7 5 3
19 54 1 L 1 1 1 1 I i 1 l .1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 I 1 1 1
20 57 1 1 1 l 0 1 1 1 8 L 8 1 I I l 1 1 1 1 7 7 1 1 1 t
21 57 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 B 1 1 1 1 7 7 7 1 1 0 1 l 7 1 7 1 1
22- 57 .l 1 1 1 1 l 1 1 L 8 8 B 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 7 7 7 Z 7 7
23 59 1 l 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 I 1 1 8 1 1 1 1 .l 1 1 1 1 1 1
24 59 1 1 1 1 t l 1 1 t 1 L R 1 1 1 0 0 l 1 1 1 .1 1 1 t
TABLE 4: Experiment 2~ 1. A-Test and Cont-Lols; 0 - failure; t - suc.:cp~~
2. l-est--Items: 1 - auccess; 2-7 - see 5--3; 8 - atIIer response t.ypcs
3. Syntnx Te9t: l - SltCCeH~: 2-6 - see 5.3; 8 - other response Lypes
co
0
N
--A-Test Test-[tems -Control- - Syntax Te.it.
Subj. Age. e.a. self rim -e.o.- --sel[- -·-'im- e.o. self e.o. self 'im
No. (Mo. ) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 l2 1) 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 2S
- -----~
25 60 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 4 1 1
. 1 1 1 a 0 1 1 1 7 1 1 1 1[
26 60 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 [ 8 1 a 0 0 0 7 7 l 1
7 1
27 63 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 4 1 1 l 7 l 1 1 1 l 1 1 1 1 1 1
1
28 64 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 I l 1 l 1 1 8 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 l 1 t 1
29 65 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 l l 1 1 l 1 R 1 0 0 1 0 l 1 1 1 1 1
)0 66 0 0 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 1 1 1 7 7 7 0 0 1 1 l l 1 l 1 1
31 67 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 8 1 1 8 8 1 0 0 1 1 l .l 1 1 1
1
32 67 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 t 1 1 1 7 7 7 0 0 1 1 l 7 l 7 1
1
J) 68 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 t 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
34 69 0 0 1 1 L 1 2 2 2 8 I 8 1 8 8 0 0 1 1 1 1 7 r. 1
7
35 69 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 8 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 a l 1
~ 1 1 7I
36 7tJ 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
37 13 1 1 1 1 1 l 1 1 1 1 l 1 1 8 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
38 73 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 4 4 1 8 1 1 8 8 0 0 1 1 7 7 6 7 1
7
39 73 1 1 1 1 1 1 8 1 4 8 1 5 1 1 1 0 a 0 1 1 7 6 1 1
1
40 75 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 5 1 1 1 L 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
41 77 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 5 1 1 1 1 0 0 l 1 1 1 1 1 1 L
42 77 1 1 1 1 1 ~ 1 8 8 1 8 8 1 1 1 0 0 0 [ I 7 7 7 1 1L
43 78 a 0 1 1 1 1 8 8 8 1 6 6 8 8 8 0 0 1 1 7 7 1 I 7 1
44 79 1 1 t 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 7 7 7 0 0 l 0 1 1 1 1 1 1
45 79 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 l 1 1 1 8 1 1 0 1 1 .L 1 1 L 7 1
46 81 I 1 1 1 L 1 4 1 1 1 1 1 t 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
47 82 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
48 82 1 1 1 1 1 t 1 1 8 1 1 B 1 I .l 0 0 1 1 1 ~ 1 1 1 7
TABLE 4 (2)
0'
0
C".{
-- A-Test Test-[tems --Control -- -- Syntax Test
Subj. Age e.o. self fim - e.o.- - self- -'"[m- e.·a. self e.o. self rim
No. (Mo. ) 1 2 J 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 II LZ 13 l4 15 16 l7 1.8 19 20 21 22 23 24 23
49 84 1 1 1 1 l 1 1 I 1 l l 1 1 7 1 0 a 0 0 1 1 1 1 7 1
SO 85 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 L 1 1 1 1 1 1 I 1 1 "f" 1 1 1 1 1L
S1 86 1 1 1 1 1 1 8 L L 1 L 1 1 1 1 l l 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
52 87 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 l 1 I l 1 1 7 7 (] 0 1 1 1 l 1 7 5 5
53 89 1 1 1 1 1 1 8 8 1 8 'j 5 l 1 1 a 0 0 1 1 L L 1 1 1
54 90 1 1 1 1 l 1 1 8 1 1 1. 8 1 1 l 0 0 1 1 1 1 7 7 1 1
SS 90 1 1 1 1 1 L I 1 1 1 l i 7 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 l 1 1 1
56 91 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 I 1 1 6 1 1 1 1 0 0 I) a L 1 1 1 1 1
57 91 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 l l 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 l 1 l 1 1 1 1 [
58 92 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 I 1 l l 1 l 1 l 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 J 1
59 95 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 l 8 6 l L l 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 [ 1 1 1 1
60 95 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 L l l 1 7 7 7 0 0 0 0 1 t 1 1 i 5
TABLE 4 (3)
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